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stranger's skull, and that he cut tile the stand and make a full confession
white man's throat. The flesh was as he is alleged to have made to va- ••••••••••••••• 110•••••••••410114
cut from the victim's face to prevent rious parties
in Pembroke
the
recogilition and the body was con- arrest was made. Not onlywhen
was this
cealed under a brush pile. At the petition signed by the attorneys
trial of the negroes which occurred named above but also bore the 1
at a special term of court in January names of a number of citizens of the
I
shortly after their arrest, George city and county. :
GOVERNOR ACTS IN THE
Holland, Charles Finch, Frank Mer- All preparations have been about
iwether and Lick Carney were sen- completed for the hangin g and only
MATTER.
tenced to be hanged. Charles Finch a few minor details will have
to Ile
was granted a new trial by Judge arranged in order to have it come off
Cook. The cases of Meriwether and as set, on Friday. The rope has
been ordered throug h John Young
4--H1S EVIDENCE NEEDED
.Carney were reversed by the court from
a St. Louis firm and is expected
l of appeals on the ground that their on any
•
train. The rope used in
alleged confessions to officers and hangin gs always has to be made
es
pecially and from the very finest
l others should not have been admitted and
In the Prosecution of Other
strongest grade of hemp.
as testimony. The court of appeals
• nwom.Who Are Under
It
will
come with the noose
affirmed the sentence of George Hol- already tied
Indictment.
the regu'11
land. Four of the other negroes in- lation hanginan's with
knot. It had been
dicted were Frank Massie, B:11 Gar- definitely decided that the hanging•
rott, Frank Sherman and Ed Hol- should take place in the execution•
!INSPIRITS ARE HIGHER.
of the new jail. This room is•
land, who were sentenced to impria- room
barely
enough to accommodate
.inment for life. Ed Mosely was re- tho fewlarge
spectators allowed by law
leased on $2,C00 bond.
and contains nothing except the con(From Thursday's Daily,)
When Holland first heard that his demned cell and the trap door•
death sentence had been affirmed he through which the body of the per •Laprobes, Leggins, etc. We have
* George Holland will not be hanged
son to be hung is dropped This trap•
taiorrow. This was definitely set crushed by a blow from an lax handle, received the news calmly, and his
is an opening in the floor covered by
his
throat
cut
being
from
to
ear
ear,
spilits were as high as ever. He two
the largest and best stock of
Ned late yesterday afternoon when
pieces of heavy iron. The conCievernor Beckham, in a conversa- and portions of bis body were mutil- played his fiddle frequently during deuined man is placed on this and
ated in a fiendishly wanton manner. the day and laughed and joked
•d
with the rope fastened in a heavy iron•
tion with County Attorney 0. H.
dl
Anderson, over the long distance Town Marshal Joseph E. Jaukson,of the other prisoners. Recently his ring fixed in the ceiling. A lever
against the wall several feet away is 41
telephone, granted the negro a re- Pembroke, and Lawrence Moore, a mood underwent a decided change.
Sad
the means by which the trap is 1110
private
detective
of
the
same
place,
He gave his fiddle away and spen sprung,
prieve until Friday, July 7.
the
two pieces of iron cover-•
When the good news was told investigated the crime and arrested malty hours in prayer.
ing the opening falling downward•
Holland the old man was almost nine negroes for complicity in the
The 6:18 L. & train Tuesday aft- and dropping the body. Sheriff Lem•ever brought to Hopkinsville. In
°winsome and for sometime was un- murder. The first men they captur- ernoon carried a formal petition R. Davis was to spring the trap, this•
being one of the most trying duties
fact we have bought too many
able to believe his good fortune. He ed was George Holland, aged about signed by Commonwealth's Attorimposed on this office. The exact
sixty,
well
known
the
in
Southern
sorely
depressed
several
for
bad been
ney Denny P. Smith, County Attor- hour of the hanging had not been

GEORGE HOLLAND RANTED RESPITE
UNTIL FIRST FRIDAY IN JIM.
I

tAQm finNER

Collars, Buddies,
•
B3C111111S, Haul
0

HMS

i

0

iiia

•I•

deweals and had reached a stage where part of the county as a left-handed ney 0. H. Anderson, and Juage C. cided, the lew only stating that it
imbed given up every hope of any- tiddler. Suspicion pointed to him on H. Bush and Judge Jas. Breathitt, should be bt tween sunrise and sun-

Wks*dug done in his behalf. This
isinriag be seemed to have.grasped
OW bid that he really had been
a new lease on life for several
s s least,:and was In much

*pints.
nowises was granted at the
proswililion alto hope to use his testi-asusy against theother negro*. imwith him in the -Pembroke
4811011.6 olitho attorneys for the

tor which Holland was
to dio was one of the
weious t the history of the
ty. Hs was one of a gang of deeDepose, who, it is alleged,
murdered and mutilated an
tided white man who was
by a camp fire in some woods
•on the night of Nov.
MN. The stranger's head was

account of bloody hacks found on
the trunk of a tree near the scene of
the murder evidently made by one
of the murderers to clean his knife
and by a left-banded man. On the
way to jell he confessed and ,implicated the eight other negroes who
were subsequently arrested. Be
claimed that Dick Carney had followed the stranger to tils camp, after
having seen him with a roil of bills
in a Pembroke saloon, and then plotted with a gang of negroes who were
gambling at George Holland's house
to kill the sleeper and steal his money.
Old Holland said he was drinking
and did not know what the other negroes intended to do until he reazhed
the camp. He said Meriwether
struck the blow that mashed the

set.
the prosecuting attorneys in the
Holland has been very much deoases against the negroes, to Gov. pressed during the last
few dam and
Beckham salting that Holland be every day seemingly more so. Yes.
granted a respite until the cases terday Jailer Boyd went into the
against'the other negroes could be prison and the old negro begged pit"V to be allowed to oome out and
settled. Their reason for this was lid"
walk *round. Her seems to be thorthat Holland's confession was the oughly-without hope.althoug
h he has
most important piece of evievidence been told of the efforts now Wittig
negroes, and under made to postpone the execution.
against the
••11.041•4111
a recent ruling of the court of tipLittib Doing.
peals in the cases of Carney and
Meriwether.their alleged confessions! The
of the
cannot be held as evidence against Hotkinsville
them. It was therefore necessary
follows:
for the proseoation to he able to proorderi Receipts for week.
hhds; redeem Holland on the stand in
ceipte for year,
private
sales for
to secure the
of these. Of
week,8; aisle* for year, 26. There
course, it is
certain that Holland
no public offerings.
will be willing to testify against the
other negroes but it is thought that
he can be prevailed upon to go on
resPIPINwe Nom%$ires.

If you want sometping good come
and get it now, at 10 to 20 per
cent discount.

other

•
• 207 South Main Street.

report of—
the inspectors
tobacco market shows
littl doing this week. The report
10

conviction
not

10;

were

Inelllitirs/b Salvo

Sold by,Ray;ell Yowler.

I.

NNUAL PRE-INVENTORY SALE

THE GBIPATEST LEGITIMATE BARGAIN SALE NOW BEING HELD IN HOPICINSVILLE.
THIS IS THE EXPRESSION OF THE PUB.
LIO. WE OFFER BARGAINS, NOT OLD SHOP WORN GOODS,BUT NEW UP-TO-DATE MEROHANDISJI.

lic Mans Hats 68c
loo Mena fine fur and c-assi, mere soft Hats, worth 1.50,
2.00, 2.50 and 3.00; all colon,as long as they last at
- -eight cents. .

1.98

DRESS GOODS

BROAD CLOTHS.

SILKS.

Woolen-kissgait

German robe Blankets, just
HalfPrica
1.10 per yard
75c per yard
59c yard
the thing for slumber or bath
Remnants
from 1 yd. to 81-2
All
black
and
colored Voiles, Fine chiffon finish Broad- 19 in. B. and A. guaranteed
robes, usually sold at 2.50
rards,
all
this
season's goods.Crepes,
Eoliane,
Lusters,
and 3.00.
cloths, in black and colors, colored Taffeta Silks,
former price
was former price 1.50 yard.
reduced from 75c yard.
$1.00 to $1.50, This does not
75c per yard'
include cloths.
21 in. wide, black Peau de Fine fleeced l*ck1laii1554717.:.
58c per yard
Soi
silk reduced from 0.00 Iettes, 27 and 32inchei
and choice of any of Buy early and get choice, All black and colored dress
worth 12 1-2c and We.
Broad
VeNets,all
tail
colors;
l.'s Friend Waists, all
•,
.
.
95c
per
yard
goods, former price 75c and black and white, usually sold
apsuCraol
styles,
d
:0
85c
per
yd
at
1.00 and 1.25.
21 inch black :Peau de SoL
you!
&set 75c atik
eboicelhirty-mne cents.
wear guaranteed,former
silk
Dark outing cloths 'redneed,
38c per yard
price $1.50
NM'
1905
83c ForFull
sp
104 Wbjts
(rola 10e
MI black and colorgd draw
from 11.
IA Fors Fall.11-4
fcirlaer

Pitysbists

Ninv orrifIg
Gingham les yd.

7'1-2c.

65c yd.

61-2 yard

:Perr4es 1. .......

50 piece!
cafes., tatob
'fin
15c,=at 12-1-2C. .
••••

tetfq,.(iiatiord
4-6#S7
worth inches
al'
4iter-bought at

For

is4 •

Egroad;oat

van as-sf
Spread;

•

BEST ON RECORD. !STATE
Get the Habit.
Trace
Life Plant
and Get Well.

Medical history does not record a
discovery that will equt.1 the merits
LIFE PLANT.
or
for the cure of Rheumatism. Catarrh
and all Blood Disease". Its action
Is quick thorough and permanent.
elitn
the blood,
It searches
mates the poisonous germ that ere
makes
new,
rich,
pure
atee disease.
blood and disease cannot exist where
the blood is pure.
Our guarantee is

No Cure, No Pay,
'therefore there is no reason for you
to suffer longer.
Mrs. Sagan Lewton, of Malvern 0.
writes:
..1 bad rheumatism for one year, and a
considerable pm t tor, nr the Mee I was so
bad I could scarcely wars, My ankle
was so swollen a great deal of the time,
I could scarcely set on my shoe. my
limbs were numb and I suffered eoutinsally. I tried a great many remedies,
but was uoable to get relief. until I tried
LIFE PLAN r. I WOK tour bottles and
eriss entirely cured. It is a great remedy."
Life Plant is Manufactured only by

THE LIFE PLANT CO,,
CANTON. OHIO.

Quarterly.
Report

Farmers and
Merchants Bank

CONVENTION

BOOZE OR MEDICINE?

OF Y.M. C. A. IN CITY OF
OWENSBORO.

Over

Four Hundred

•

Dele-

gates Expected—Dates
Are Feb. 16 to 19.

Much Interest is being manifested
over the state Y. M. C. A. convention, which will be held in Owensboro on February 16, 17, 18 and 19. It
Is expected that over 500 delegates
will be in attendance.
A large number bf prominent
speakers will be on the program.
Among them are the following:
Henry B. Macfarland, Wasnitigton, D. C.; S. D. Gordon, Cleveland,
0.; F. S. Brockman, China; Frank
H. Burt, Chicago; E. W. Peck, Min
nesota; C. C. Michener, A. G. Knebel, George J. Fisher. M. D., ftt13
Tern Keenan, of New York City.
Mr. George B. Hodge has also been
invited to present the educational
work.
It was decided yesterday that the
convention will be held in the auditorium of the Third Baptist church.
the use of the building having beet:
tendered the association.

Which will you have? If a woman suffering front one of the delicate Oh:tents
per
t,o your sex It will Is, well for
yoil to know that lir. Pierce's Favitrito
Prescription is the only remedy advertised for such maladies which is absolutely free from Intoxicating liquors and
all other hat-mild agents. The good you
feel from Its use is not the delusive exhileration from a tippling beverage. from
which the 5)-shin reacts Into a worse
condition than before. It may be a little
slower in manifesting Its bracing and
Invigorating action. but its bentilite are
none the less positive and, best of all,
they are feetine. It's an honest medleine—not a beverage.
"I have been taking your medieine toe the
last three weeks and can nay I am gaining
strength." writes Mrs. Menet% Miley, of 005
East Madison Street, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
"I have been having very pew health all winter. l doctored with our family doetor but
was relieved only while taking the misiliciee.
I took Dr. Pierre's medicine several years
ago I knew it was good for any one suffering with female trouble. Have taken only
one bottle and am gaining strength very
fast. I could not eat nor sleep when I began
taking the 'Favorite Prescription.' Heart
troubled me and I had cold and numb spells
till niy heart would almost stop heating.
Have bad one child since first taking your
medicine. If I continue with your treatment
am positive I will be cured."
Every suffering woman in this land
should write to Dr. Pierce and learn how
certainly he can help her to health and
strength. It costs nothing to write and
receive entirely free the advice of one of
the most experienced physicians In this
country. Ills great thousand-page book
the Common :sense Medical Adviser, in
stiff paper covers, will be sent free for 21
one-cent stamps the bare cost of mailing; or, send 31 stamps for cloth bound.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
These ORIGINAL utile Liver
Ilip,
Pills, first put up by old Dr.
R. V. Pierce over 40 years ago.
inihr
retieyd vi
choilm
,
,g
u.1
enmmadue
never equaled.haTvlembe
y're
etable, concentrated and refined mete...Mal
principles. extracted from native American
roots and plants. They speedily relieve end
cure foul, torpki and deranged Stomach.,
Livers., and Bowels and their attendant distressful ailments, one or two a laxative,
three or four a cathartic.
Doe% allow the dealer to Insult your
intelligence by offering his own remedy
to you instead of this well-known preparation of ler. Pierce.

PROCURING PROOF

Of PEMBROKE,KY., AT THE CLOSE OF
BUSINESS ON THE Sist DAY OF
DECEMBER,1904:
RESOURCES.
OF THE OPERATION% OF
.
Loans and Discounts ..
$10,s56 88
Overdrafts, unsecured
3,03s s5
TOBACCO TRUST.
Due from National Banks. 14,051 47
Due from State Banks
20 79 14,072 Ii
end Banker.
Banking house and lot
Seen 00
Mortgages..
2,729 22 THE FIGURES OF THE
. 1.128:1'
Specie
8,9155) 4,497 37
Currency
Important Meeting of GrowSTATE BOARD.
09
Exchange for clearings
. Other Items Carried as cash.
25 25
ers Was Held Thursday
Furniture and fixtures
..
1,19010

RAILROADS' VALUED.

--

$1152191 42
Total
.
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid In in cash. ..$90,000 00
Surplus fund.
5,000 P.
Deposits subject to Check(on which
Interest is not paid)
74,10444
Due State Banks and Bankers
491 914
Bills rediscounted
.. 30,000 00
Unpaid dividends..
Too oo
Total

$130,2911 42
Supplementary.
Highest amount of Indehtedness of
any itock-holder, person,company or
eluding In the liability of the
company or firm the liability of the
Individual members thereof) tartly
Or indireetly, If such indebtedn
"Zooids SO per cent of theesasetal'iltorsk
actual said In. and actual &Mount of
the surplus of the bank
.. None
Highest amount of any director or
°Moor,if amount of such indebtedness
exceeds lo per cent of paid up capital
Stook of bank
no
DOSS amount of Indebtedness of any
Deepen,company or firm (Including in
see lability of the company.or firm
the liability of the individurtl Members
thereof)exceed thirty per .ent of paid
up capital end surplus
No
*.mount of last dividend
$700.00
Worsen expenses, losses, Interests
and taxes deducted therefrom before
declaring dividend....
Yes
Was not rem than lo% of net profits of
bank for the period oovered by the dividend carried to the surplus fund before said die dend was declared.. ....No
lexarn OP KENTUCKY,
COIIWTY OP CH FUSTIAN ss:
J. W. Cross, (ashler oi the Farmers
and Merehants Bank, a bank located and
doing business In the town of Penibroke in
sald county,being duly sworn,says that tbe
foregoing report is in all respects a true
statement of the ()tradition of said Bann at
the close of business on the SI day of Dec.,
1904, to the best of his knowledge and belle!;
and further says that the business of said
book has been transacted at the location
named, and not elsewhere; and that the
above report is made Incompliance with in
official nouce received from the Secretary
Of State designating the el day of lace, Kee
utile day on which such report shall be
made.
W C/401414 Cashier,
IN SAC eilzi3OTT, Director
.1..1.f
It TT. Director
it, L. CRI Ton Director
Sabseribed and sworn to before me by J, W
Gross the LI day of January,
,
1502.3 TON, N. P
e.

JAIL IS ACCEPTED
$8,700 APPROPRIATED TO
PAY BUILDERS

Will be Occupied as Soon
As Heating Plant is Installed.

(From Friday's Daily)
Contrary to tRe general supposition the fiscal court did not take up
the matter of the smallpox claim
against the county at their mentrinv
yesterday, the onie matter claimine
their attention being the formal tic
ceptance of the new jail buildiee
from the builders, the Pauly Jail &
Building company of Sr. Louis. The
representative if the P eulv compare%
appeared before the court and report
ed that they had completed the,.
contract in every derail. The built
it.g was then formally accepted le
the court and the buildieg commit
tee was discharged. An order we

TOR IA

,

The Hind You Have Always Bought, and which has beat
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signature
of
and has been made under his peesonal supervision since its infancy.
• Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health Or
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor 011, Pare.
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic/
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys WornS
and allays Feverishness. It cures DiarrInea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and BoWels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

CENUINE

CASTOR IA

ALWAYS

Beare the Signature of

made appropriating $8.700 out of act
money on hand not otherwise &Imrepriated in full settlenmet with G
builder for the contract Hon. A
warrant was issued for this &mew ,
nearing 6 per cent interest until peul
N1'ft the reservation that the couio

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

might pay any amount on the wet
rent at any thee. The, warraiit we;

-

The cc"—"

cashed by the Bank of Crofton.
Although the new jag' is 110W th
property of the county it is not. qm
ready for occupancy on account

(too Noshviou Railroad'

TI 141FL CARD.
Effective April lath.
the heating plant not having ye
N.+RTH.
t,,,,a n installed. As soon as this
SOUTH.
...IS Express.
ee.41 am No 61 St Louis Express
6•110y
done Jailer Boyd and his fawn
least thsil ;..10:20 pm •No 68 St Louis Fast Mail...A:40s
will move Into their new quarter
No 08 Chicago and New
and N
10. ell.: I
There is % et a lot of grading and so,
.... '3:40 a 17)
Orleans Limited
In Guthrie.
11:01
e
ineville
Amelia
p
in
No 66 Hopkins-vile A000m .5:40*
ding and fencing to be done abiee
The Assessments Upon L.
sto
•Does
rict
rhe grounds, but this will be cote
'sort f2 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
&N•,1• C., T. C•, and
pieted as soon as possible when th
.eutneete at tiuthCie for Memphis line points as far south it B
jail will present one of the handset':
Cadiz Railroads.
(From Friday's Daily.)
tomisv tile, Ciuoinnatiand the '.est.
erne ne and F,F, make ditect connection 'at Guthrie for Louisville, C
Fifteen countiee, ceinnorting fbi est appearances, from the mined«, is
, uati on 1 all points nor-tic and mutt thereof. Nos 68 and 55 also 002111f
dark tobacco district, were repre- least, of any building in the city.
evil way noihts
No. 142 rune through rt Chicago and will not carry pintos':users 60 psh
County Clerk Prowse has received sented in a conference meetine of
Cured Lumbago.
,,h
of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louie.
from State Auditer Hager the valua- elan ten; in all day session at Guthrie
No 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville,St. Angdlitts,
A. B. Caiman. Chicago, write,
I Tern,na, Fla Also Pullman eleerear• to New 0.1eaos. 0011110060040/
tion which the State Board of Eqeal- Thursday. The ourpnse4 of the meet- March 4, 1903: "Having been troubminis fir points east and
rsation has placed upon the railroads ing was to decide upon the number led with lumbago at different times
J, C. ROOLAt
tried
mit
and
physician
another;
after
of Christian county for the purpose of acres to be planted this year, and
then different, ointments and Linn
the price to be paid ter prizing the
of taxation.
inents, gave it up altogether. So I
present
crop.
The
gathering
was
in
The assessment is as follows:
tried once morh, and got a bottle of
every respect representative, farm- Ballard's Snow Linament, which
ILLINOIS CENTRALIRAILROAD.
gave me almest instant relief. I
It's 10 to 1 you do if you arc a victim
10 73 rniles€47,000
$75,110 ers, warehousemen and planters beof malaria.
can cheerfully recommend
an ,
Other property
2 600 ing earnest participants in the pro- will arid my name to your it,
list ,e
Don't Do It. MD Dangerous.
ceedings.
former sufferers." 25c, 50.3 and $1.
77,710
,
11 admit It will cure malaria, but It leaves
The executive board decided to re- Sold by Ray & Fowler.
almost deadly after effects,
CADIZ RAILROAD.
fer the aereage back to the respect.33 mileste$1,000
$33000
Report. Corrected.
ive ;soutanes of the district, and have
LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE R. R.
a report on that matter later. The
3l.72et$33,000
It has Mott currently reporie I le
$1.046.760
committee fixed the rate for prizing
tri purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
Other property,
14,000
to cure malaria, sick headache, bilious/lees,
this crop at sixtv-five cents per hun- :he vicinity of Wallonia and Cernand all stomnch,kidney and liver complaints.
1,060,760 dred, and the tobacco wiii he stored lout Springe and other pointis thet
TRY II TO-DAY.
in warehouses erected for the pur- parties who have pledged their te
L. & N.(CLARKSVILLE BRANCH).
pose.
a.
Bottle.
Cents
30
All Druggists.
b nice to the association have broke
28.17 tniles(e$2,500
$57.925
The big storage house for Guthrie
-oar
Other property
boss and are felling over each write
3,000
I. a certainty, the required MOW
SOlgl by Rey al Fowler
I lesire to say that I tiny,
00,925 Stock all having been taken, and to sell.
work on the building will begin at made earnest loquiry comiernieerhie
TENN/0141415E CENTRAL it, H.
c
matter and have not yet. Imerd
an
early day.
WHITE'S CR
10,40 mileset$1,000
$16,400
single inetance if a teem her of th
gatherleg
attorneys
who
are
The
Other property
160
evidence suelnst the alleged tebneco wee °hetet] selling a piiund, nor do 1
nostis
ISMS
10 650 trusts headed by Hon. John E Gar- believe they have, nor do I belleve
The county court clerk has certl- ner. of Springfield, were in Guthrie they will. All Peen reports are pie
•ZiI37/4w ,&s.Z.taxsaamravarmsexess.
fled the foregoing Dent to Sheriff all day in secret session, taking out for a purpose hint with no hc ,I e
Pr•Par" by—•—""M°,
F._AMES 111ALLEt. LOW
Letn R.. Davis, who will collect the proof with which to push their light
of its being true. I believe every
against the trusts.
taxes.
Sold
by
Ray
CI
Fowler.
has
crop
man who has pledged his
•
Pleasant and Most Effective the honor sect manhood to keep it:T. J. Chambers, Ed Vindicator. violable his promise.

HERBINE

WORMS!VERINIFUCE
For 20 Years Has reThatorm me so.

...M•••••••••••..

CASTOR
IA
For Infante and Children.

Liberte, Texas, writer Dec. 26, 1902:
E. E. Wash,
"With pleasure and unsolicited by
Chm.'l'ob. Grow, Ans'n. Trigg Co
you, bear testimony to the curative
power of Ballsrd's Horehound Syrup.
A.11111or CO 31It .AL
Bears the
I have used it In my family arid oat*
The Kind You lies AM 8O4M
Bursas
Signature of
cheerfully affirm it le the the most
Olifuout
effective and pleasantest remedy for
of
—
Gish
itarner's Wild Geese Lini- coughs and colds I have ever used."
itstriblis lied 0164
ment auras rheumatism and neural- 25c, 6013, $1. Sold by Ray & Fowler.
%years successful record,
gia. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At all
druggists.
deodwtf

BANK OF HOPKINSVILLE:A

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Our Best Display
Is made by those who
DENTISTY

Palmer Graves,
tiopkir,sville Lime Works

•

is

Louisville
Dental Parlors

se FOLEYSHONETABITAR

Capital Stock Paid In
Surplus

To`

$100,000.00
$32,000.00

HENRY C. GANT, PRESIDENT.

FOIE13110NEYANDTAR

One of the most complete and defor ellitlitrong sale, mgr.. No oatat.s, sirable suburban residences near the
city, just outside the city limits.
Fine, large two-story brick house
with ten rooms besides bathrooms,
chimes and kitchen, elegant roomy
Teeth made at this office are exact
veranda, both front, and back, houee
reproductions of the natural Deem.
Our crown and bridge work i• leo
piped awl fully 'supplied with ,hot
surpassed.
and (told water from all inexhaustible supply of pure,(neat water from
A Good Set $
4
5
wants to SELL you
all artesian well over 100 feet deep;
of Teeth for
LIME, CINDERS,
Good stables and all other outhouses
ROCK and DIRT that could be needed on a large
place, twenty-three and one-halt
also BUY
acres of beautiful grounds; everything in the very best order and reOORD WOOD and
pair.
•
This property can be bought, for
Fecond-hand Bat rela
Next to Court House. Hot,kineville
lees than the improvementa wotild
Hy. Home Phone 1214.
PHONES—Home; Reeitience
Kiln 1258. Cumberland: Residence, cost. For particulars see
504
,d&wtt
WIN FREE & KNIGHT
Crik.ISITC10 NIL x
Milled You Have Always beet--------------•sf
thee cough tuned Isenlalssense•
have had work
done here. They can be seen all over
town but it will not be known In every Case that they had resource to

e

FOR SALE.

Organized in I 805.

E. MCPHERSON, CASHIER.
. L. MCPHERSON, ASST. CASHIER.
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0
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The Great Business Training
school of Louisville

the largest combined capital and Surplus of any bank
WITH
In Christian comity, we are prepared to offer our ousto•

offers the latest and best
methods, and the most complete course of study In

fliers Wry facility in the conduct of their business, and
prempt.(fourteen' treatment Ill every detail.

.. ..

•

p, Shorthand. Typewrit
ing and other branches
pertaining to, a

BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School epen the entire year.
3tudents may enter at any time.
',EGANT CATALOGUE FREE

E. J WRIGHT, Pres ,
N. E. Co.- 01 and
I

elnnt Ste.

Cemetery Wor?
Monuments AU
at Lowest Prices.
Tombstones Iron Fencing
Markers41 vig Until further notice I
Cf

he found at F A

YOSG dr

Co.. South Main Street
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WARNER CAMPBELL KILLED BY
DAVIS REINSTATED
OVERTURNING OF HIS ENGINE
LIKELY NO CHANGE

At One
Hdf the Cost

Lion
Coffee
has better strength and
flavor than many so-called *fancy brands.
Duih coffee at the same
price is bet to be can.
pared vrith Um in quality.

TRIAL OF POLICEMAN BY
THE COUNCIL.

AWFUL FATE OF POPULAR
YOUNC MAN

'PARENTS LIVE HERE

hs I S.air deg.
sealed pa:hazes.

January Meeting of the City
Fathers Was Held
IN THE K. I. T. FOR THE
Friday Night.
COMING SEASON.

Take-Down Rekating Shotguns
The notion that one must pay from

fifty dollars upwards in order to get
a good shotgun has been pretty effectively dispelled since
the advent of
the Winchester Repeating Shotgun. These guns are
sold within reach
of almost everybody's purse. They are Safe, strong,
reliable and handy.
When it comes to shooting qualities no gun made beats
them. Thep/
are made in ma and t6 gauge. Step into a gun store
FREE: Send name and address as e postai card for oar Ivo and examlos 01146
illostrated et'
-"WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS ClAp
0111111111.

The city council met in regular

IP PERSONAL
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. Will Utterback went to Hop*WWII* today at noon on business.
cdtiesti Bun.

Owensboro May Take th session last night with Mayor Henry
The Accident Occurred EarPlace of ClarksvIlle—Elec- and all the councilmen present.
ly Sunday Morning In
After the raiding of the minutes
Con of Officers Jan. 29.
monthly and also the annual rethe
Mexico.
New

ar

ports of the auditor and treasurer, engineer, Judge, chief of police and the

Vice-President Wm. M. Hancock cemetery sexton were preeented to
has returned from the meeting of K. the council and wero on motion re•
Mrs. M. J. Hartfield returned
I. T. It aeue magnates at Vincennes, ferred to the finance committee.
USED IN YOUR GANDER TI4111 YEAR &KAN
home yeeterdey from a pieesant is.
Ind. All of the cities in the leag ie
BETTER
QUALITIES AND LARDER RETURNS.
council
The
then
entered
Into
the
HopkInsville.—
relatives
lit
IS to
News reached here Sunday evenlast season had representatives pres- ti lei on Policemen Martin W. Davis,
itendersion °testier.
ing of the death of Warner Campell,
ent, and there will not likely be shy who wise suer ended from the polio..
itISVA MardiVirli•di
Henry Sittel and M.'Slattery are formerly of this city, and a sou of
change
in the coming season, It Is force 111 Drieelllbor on charges of 1110g•
rot", sod
r:
tha gaTro,
. spending the day In Hopkineville,. Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Campbell.
i;d
7
".
possible that Clarksville may not 10et of duty and refusing to obey the
WOOD,STUBBS 41 CO., ektedamen,
0.0. Mille, Of leopkinsville, Ky., id
He was an engineer In the employ of
allow enough lova' pride to have a orders of a superior officer. Mr.
Sikhs Franklin House.—Clarksville
LOUISVILLE, KIENTIJOKV.
C.
the Denver and Rio Grande Hail romd
h ron lc!,.
club, in which event Owensboro will H. Bush represented Mr. Davis anti
company and was killed by the overglarily take her plasie in the league. City Attorney J. T. Hanbery appearGentry Wadlingten has accepted a
turning of his engine near Chatna,
pesitIon with J. H. Amierson at
The election of officers for 1906 was ed for the city. Several witnesses
Sopkinsville, and began work New New Mexico, early Sunday morning. postponed until January 29, when
the for both sides wete examined and
Year's day.... Wit Crawley has He formerly was an engineer on the
owners of franchises will meet at Pa- Messrs. Bush a id Hanbery in cute
tdoved to Hopkinsville and has ac- Henderson division of the Lou'eville ducah
and complete all arrangements
short speeches, after which the councepted a position in the Wicket stole. & Nashville railroad and one of the for the season. A settlement was
Klee Leona Holloway returned most popular men on the division. securea with ex-Secretary Fern- cil went into executive 'session and
balloted on the case, the result being
So bet work at the Glebe Telephone The telegram announcing his death baker.
4.•
-.
••••••Mar.
°Mee Monday after spending the holMr. Davis' reinstatement, six countsays his remains have been taken in
iday. with Miss Camilla Young, 404
men favoring reinstatement while
Weld Id St., Hopkineville.—Cadiz charge by the Knights Templar of
one
voted for dismissal. Much inAlamosa, Colorado. Mr. Campbell
Basord.
terest was manifested in the trial,
Bernard
Corn
memuer
of
St.
was
a
Mr. George Shadoiu has returned
(Special to New Era)
every seat in the eouncil chamber
mandery, of Earlington, Ky. He
to Alabama after a visit here.
DENVER, COL., Jan. 9.—The being occupied when the case was
Mlle Shadoin has returned to was also a member of the Elks and joint session of the Colorado
Legis- entered Into.
Siniallog Green after spending the other benevolent societies.
lature declared Alva Adams, DemoA petition was presented to the
ht4I4ays with her mother.
The deceased was about thirty five
crat, Governor elect of Colorado. council by the citizens of East Sevfavorite
with
years
age
was
and
of
a
Mr.Ohm. H. Nash, Jr., has re:
Gov. Peabody was deserted by corpo- enth street and vicinity asking for
a
Mined from a visit to Owensboro all who knew him.
ration influence after he had acceded light at the alley on Seventh
lukd Davies.eouuty.
street
Mr. Campbell was tond of outdoor
to their requests by appointing two between Belmont and Campbell,
and
life and had more than a local repu'(From Saturday's Daily)
Republicans as Judges of the Su- the matter was referred to the water
tation as a hunter. He had hunted
*re. G. Parkerilvut returned after
big game in many parts of America, preme Court. He announced that and light committee.
AIR 0 reJativess in Hopkinsville. and
his feat of killing a giant bear in he would not make a contest. Adams
The counell adjourned to meet
ville Hustler.
Mexico was heralded everywhere will be inaugurated Tuesday.
next Thursday night, Jan. 12.
a Garrott,of Russellviile,and through the press. He was a wholesow Garrott, of Hopkinsville, souted, noble-hearted, generous and
"Take care of the pennies and the
Mrs. Fuqua's Death.
she holidays with their parents sincere and his untimely death causes
pounds will take care of themselves."
-SW Ole city ...Lieutenant clover- general sorrow.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Large things are but an aggrega'
.P. Tbarue of Eminence, was
Mrs. Susan Fuqua, aged seventy- tion of small things. If we take care
kb* visitors to the city during
Republican Meeting.
14011days. Col.Thorne,has many
six, died yesterday at the residence of the small things we are in effect
taking care of the large things which
friends In Pembroke.—Pemof her daughter, Mrs. D. D. Lynes,
The Christian County Republican
the email things combine to make.
ioarnal.
In Clarksville. She is survived by
Take care of what you eat, whet
Executive Committee is hereby callLlasle Overshiner has returnireven
cnildreu. They are: S. B., you eat, and how you eat, and your
her home at Hopkiesville, ed to meet at the courthouse, HopWr W., M. M., Price and Robert Fu- stomach will take care of itself. But
to the regret of hr many kinsv Hie, Ky., Saturday, January 14,
who takes care of such trivial things?
_
S..
Miss Oversnlner has been 1904, at 1:80 p. m., for the purpose of qua, Mrs. D. D. Lynes, of ClarksThat is why, someday, the majority
ville, and Mrs. W. B. Ransom, of
Wee Z. B. Talley, milliner, for fixing the time and
manner of namof people have to take care of the
Madisonville. Funeral service was
seasons and gave splendid sa
stomach. When that day comes,
on.—Guthrie Interstate News ing the candidates for the various conducted at the house yesterday afcounty offices to be voted for at the ternoon at 3 o'clock by Rev. Atkis- there is no aid so effective in undoA. H. Tanks has returned from
!ion and Elder Cave. The interment ing the remelts of past carelessness,
to relatives at Lawrenceburg. November election 1906.
took place at noon today at Lafay- as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Die
Successor to Golay &Brame. Cor. 7th & Vim. Sts.
E. B. Long, Chairman,
°ovary. It strengthens the stomach,
314 Phelps Cowan has returned to
ette.
and restores the organs of digestion
E. W. Glass, Secretary.
Champagne, Ill., to continue his
saddles in music.
Come From Tennessee. and nutritloti to a condition o!
healthy activity. It cures biliousness,
Cures
Blood,
Skin Troubles,
Miss Mamie Maasie has gone to
flatulence, indigestion, galpitation,
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attentlot give
Mr.
J.
D.
Gupton
and
Miss
Louisville to entet Bryant & Strat•
Angie
dizziness,
cold extremities and a
Cancer, Blood Poison,
me a rani Hack service for the city—Imeeting all trains. Funescore
of
other
ailments
which
are
ton's Business Coliew,.
but
Heflin, a young couple from Tennesral and wedding parties a specialty. Horne phone 1818, Comber
Createst Blood
the symptoms of disorder in the etesee, were married in the office of the rnise') and its allied organs.
lema phone 82. I will be glad to have all my friends give me
Mr. R.E. Cooper has returned from
Purifier Free.
their patronage.
Nashville.
county court clerk Saturday afternoon, County Judge Fowler tying
Mrs. R. F. Ferguson is very ill from
Howard Brame. ay HOphineville. Ky.
If your blood Is impure, thin, die- the knot.
ao attack of rheumatism at her home
on East Fourteenth street.
ea.eil, hot or full of humors, if you
4-4444-4-44444+++.44-14.4+
(Special to New Era.)
Miss Jennie Walker is in Memphis have cancer, blood poison, carbunc- Thousands Have Ridney Trouble
and Don't Know it.
CALHOUN, Ky., Jan. 7.—In the
visiting Mrs. Dr. O'Neal.
les, eating sores, scrofula, eczema,
flow To itind On..
circuit court here today just before
Dr. Manning Brown and family itchhige, risings and lumps, scabby,
Fill a botue or common glass
bate moved into their new residence pimply skin, bone pains, catarrh, -water and tel it stand twein,.-fourwith you- noon the Rev. W. W. Ammer was dehours; a
OD Alumnae avenue.
sediment or set clared to be guilty of manslaughter
rheumatism, or any blood or skin
tling indicates an
In' the killing of his son and his punJess Thompson, who has been an disease, take Botanic Blood Balm
unhealthy condiL. th N. operator at Hopkinsville, (B. B. B.) according to directions.
tion of the kid- ishment was fixed at twenty-ohe
4I•
neys: if it stains ye,ars confinement
bas gone to Louisville to take a poin the penitentiaSoon all sores heal, aches and pains
your linen it ii
sition in the freight department of
evidence of kid- ry. The case was given to the jury
stop, the blood is made pure and rich
I. C.—Eiktou Progress.
ney trouble: toc
leaving the skin free from every
frequent desire to this morning at 8:30 o'clock and it
(From Monday's Daily.)
eruption, and giving the rich glow of
pass it or pain in took that body only a short time to
' ••*------""""
Mr. William Elliott, of Henderson, perfect health to the skin. At the
the back 1,5 alTo
orivincing
proof
that
the
kidneys
and biao- arrive at a verdict. The public had
time
same
B.
improves
B.
B.
the diwas In the city Saturday.
ier are out of order.
expected a verdict of murder with
gestion, cures dyspepsia, streughtene
What to Do.
Born to the wife of Mr. E. Hancock weak kidneys. Just the medicine
There is comfort In the knowledge so the death penalty.
Higgins, Sunday morning, a flue son. for old people, as it gives them new Dften expressed. that Dr.
Kilmer's SwampDruggists $1 per rRoz.t, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
Mrs. Henry Frankel has returned vigorous blood.
.vish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
from a visit to her lister, Mrs. Perry large bottle, with directions for home jack, kidneyr. liver, bladder
Chinese New Year.
and every part
cure. Samples free and prepaid by )f the urinary passage. It corrects inability
Bromberg, in Nashville.
writing the Blood Balm Co., Atlan- io hold water and scalding pain in passing
The Chinese colony in HopkinsMr. and Mrs. J. H. Wicke, of Deta, Ga. Describe trouble and special .., or bad effects following use Of licit.
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant villa is looking forward to the Chincatur, Ala., are here visiting the
free medical advice also sent in seal- necessity of being compelled
Before you buy your Blaik Books look
to ;e3 often
family of Mr. L. Mogen.
ed letter. B. B. B. is especially ad- during the day, and to get up many tints ese New Year with the usual pleasover our line and if we hive what you
Miss Hanle 'Traintim has gone to vised for chronic, deep-seated cases during the night. The mild and the extra. urable anticipations. It comes on ,
Lebanon, Ky., where she has accept- of impure blood and skin cliseaftes, ordinary effect of Swamp-Root is snon February 8, aril in cities
want, would be glad to do business
where the;*
realized. It stands the highest fur its woned the position of chief clerk to the and cures after all else fails.
derful cures of the most distressing cases. Celestials are numerous, the celebrawith you.
roadmaster of the Knoxville division
If you need a medicine you shouid have the
tions are about the most gorgeous of
Secretary Taft has directed the zest. Sold by druggists in 50c. and $1.
of the L. tt N. railroad.
You may have a sample bottle of this the year, excepting nog. The Chinchief
engineers
gb
of
and
the
chief
sig•
Mr. Hugh Wood returned today to
'wonderful
discovery
ese always have an unlimited supply
Lexington to resume his studies at nal officer of the army to prepare an and a book that tells
of fireworks, and are met afraid to l
State College after having spent a estimate of cost of equipping the iin- more about It, both sent
I k
•
absolutely free by mall.
couple of weeks visiting his parents. portant harbor defenses
set them off. They abet have feasts 03
Is worth your while to investigate. It
with wire Address Dr. Kilmer & nom. or
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter NVood.
control, with a view to an endeavor Co.. Binghamton. N. Y. When writing men- peculiar to their race, and in a mantion reading this generous offer in this paper.
is a time saversaver..
ner befitting the customs of their , r•l
to have the army appropriations so
ie
Don't make any mistake, but re
adjusted that sufficient funds will be member the name, Swamp-Root, Dr country and the memory of their anOdeon awl Madder Maki
available for equipping as many of Kilmer`e Swamp-Root, and the ad- cestore, spend the day in ostentation
dress, Binghampton, N. Y., on every
and enjoyment.
the forts as may be done in one year. bottle.
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ONLY 20 LEFT

Think of it, you can buy a 1904
job up-to-date Vehichi now for cost.
No white elephant pr little snake'S
sting, but as we say COST. Come, kleri
and see them and be convinced but
that you may be able to get a kint
of an idea. Price smile buggies frofli.
other houses and see what they ask
for obsolete jobs and then come an :
look at. ours and note the difference;:'
Nothing but 1904 job on our floor.

ADAMS WINS OUT.

Planters Hardware Coi,
Hopkinsville, Ky.

BRAME'S STABLE

LIVERY AND FEED STABLE

TWENTY-ONE TEARS

310.):303;33 • • • 3
,
41,30•I•F
.
A Word to

4'

"

the

Business
Man

Our Y. and E. Filing Cabinet

A%

oft» KIDNEICURE

-

eWe

Risers
on&

FOLEMINETAmsTAR '"'oTT's'110111:TANITAR Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
'term Ss

Ida Pasumer.

Digests what rots Rat.

Hopper & Kitchen.
oeiele9310,30
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VENERABLE DIVINE
FARMER AND CROPPER ENGAGE
IN PISTOL DUEL NEAR CROFTON

A MATTER OFHEALTH

Fait

PASSES :AWAY AT HOME
IN MARION.

William Jones Shot Three Times.—Walter Bowling Escaped Without a Wound.

(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Walter Bowling, a Crofton farmer,
and William Jones, a 44 hite cropper
had a duel this aftei coon on 133W1.
Ing's farm. The men had disputed
&bent the division of a corn crop and

bAKING
POW
DER
Absolutely Pure

aired their difference Monday in a
magistrate's court at Crofton when
an attachment sued out on the corn
by Jones was dismissed. About one
o'clock this afternoon Bowling went

NAS NO SIIBSTMITE

PROGRESS IS RAPID

to the crib to remove the •corli and
found Jones there. They quarreled
and Jones tired at Bowling with a
88-calibre revolver. Bowling return
ed the tire with a 32-calibre pistol.
The cropper snot twice, neither bullet taking effect. Bowling fired three
times and wounded Jones in the totehead, shoulder and hand. Jones mill
probably recover.

TO BE OF VALUE MUST BE USEFUL.

business education can be use every day and is therefore
the
best education obtainable. H indreds of graduates in permanent
positions owe their success to a co rse in

A

LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Dr. Landrum, Pioneer WestWe teach thoroughly and practically Bunk-keeping,
ern Kentucky Physician,
Penmanship, Business
Arithmetic, Spelling, Commercial Lav4 Correspondence, Banking,
Shorthand,
Is Dead.
Typewriting, and Actual Business praittice. Large Patronage—
Reasonable Tuition. Write for earalogue. Address

Cheap Board—

LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE,

EVANSVILLE. IND. on HOPKINSVILLE. KY.

Robert V. Thomas died Sat
Marion Monday or eryoulpelae, aged
eighty-ono years. He was a native
of Warren couuty, and is survive ii
11,.'v.

Infra & Knight,

by Mrs. Thomas, to whom he was
married over fifty years ago, arid by
four children, Mrs.'.01lie James, wife
of the congressmen, Mrs. W. N
Rochester, of Marion; R. Y.Thomas,
Jr. of Central City, and Mts. Seb
Hackett, of Livermore. The funeral
will take place at (Jreenville. He
was the oldest Methodist minister in

REAL IS1ATE.

The seasan of the year when people pant to buy real
estate
hod we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this is at hand
column.
We have excellent facilities for conductIng the business
and well advertise the property put into our hantis free of charge,
and will furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at property
without cost to then:,
Come to see us if 3 eu want to sell, it costs you nothing
if you fail.
splendid
A
farm
of
135
acres
in
ti
e
beet
section
of
THE SOUTH 18 FORCINC
Has a new house, good herr' stable, wo cabins, nice Southern Kentucky.
orchard, well watered
amid well improved. Will give a bat ant if sold at once.
TO THE FRONT.
the state rave one.
414 acres of the finest south Christian land on Clarksville
pike, one mile
trout] two railroad station, L & N sect 7' C. Susceptible
tracts with improvements on each, dlvellings, tobacco of division into 8
Dr. J. D. laindrum, aged eighty- stables,
barns,
tenant houses
eta. Will he sold as a whole'are divided to cult
purchasers, Come
A Remarkable Advance In FLEET IS
VIEWED BY
two years, a; plotteer Western Keii• and see Os Nooli or roll Will MINN fl, baltgaill,
Mild farm n of Ifib acres, located
this farm is well
The Material Wealth In
IllokY tiliPtIdlitili tiled Monday at honied, has house of 3 room., good near Howell, Ky
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eel, wins,
yeero and practiced ineilleine until voM
od ti;a
ricilaieerstra
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heakcertensig sli:Itoitfp, Ha tdur 0
110
11N:it
ew
Vessels to Proceed South
st;o
trie (1ticanitisye with
his rf-cent Illness, demplte his ad.,
The
mill
Mais in A fine agricultural sectbon with a good loeal
The NlanufacturenC Record preFor the Winter
custom. Carmely nutted age. lie was remarkably n
i(otil.r.arill'haoorrciu uhigotioyhe
oli lw7thhoirot to
equipped
tYlillf 5°Abbaorurt
e;
l m
sy
ofilfe
u ir4,
l ue ufrrilm
sents this week the approximate figtenirriiiaraoIle
er
.,,t.
neuviors.
vigorous, both mentally and phys- plen did chalice
for Investment.Will sell at a bargain. Good
ures of the assessed valuation of the
reason
for
'catty.
Southern states at the beginning of
•
g
i'
ce farm of Ill acres of land, 30 acres in tin•ber, good 6
He was grated master of the Ma- I s
room dwelling,
oe
uknn
tlh
i ouses, stahle. tobacco barn; within 6 miles of
1906, published a table showing by
Hopkineville, tine truck
(Special to New Era.)
,
eonic lodge of Kentucky sevelal
states a total assessed valuation of
farim A fine productive farm of 185 ac res in one of the
NORFOLK, Va , Jan. 10.—Hear-led
best
years ago. He left a wife and four in Christian county,
$4,510,925,237 in 1890, of $5,266,594,044
about five miles from Hopkinsville and neighborhoods
quarter mile
Kear-I
battleship
first-class
by _the
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall,
children.
His
children
are:
Thomas
new barn and
in 1900 and of $6,196.679,813 in 1904.
large stable, two good cabins, good ci tern, fine orchard
sage, flying the blue pennant of Rear
and
J. Landrum and Mrs. J. M. Quinn, in timber; balance in fine
about 20 acres
Commenting upon these figures, the
state of cul ivation.
Admiral A. S. Barker, eighteen warA splendid farm of WO acres in due of the beet sections
of Louisville. and John W. Landrum
Manufacturers' Record says:
of Southern
Kentucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a grind
ships of the United States navy are
comfortabl
and Will L. Levin:ton. of Mayfield. ling house, cistern, Ice house,8
"These figures subject 'n part to recabinis for hands, 2 tobacco barns e dwelwith capon their way down the coast to the
acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young Crchard; Ito one mile of
.....---•
depot on one
vision—and, it is believed in the case
railroad and
Smiles from
depot on anotherw
.
Able to ComeHo
m
winter maneuvering grounds, after
e
.e
baamrideacialt.ur
s
ch
convenient. Pleuty of water and timher.
of two or three states, several milII
IInts
°(
e1 sschoolsd
o i st a
having been Inspected and reviewed
A fine farm. of 400 acres within one krhe only
lion dollars below what will be
vacant lots on West side of
Funin Ttiesdayli Daily,
In Hampton Roads by Secretary of
tulle of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five Main
St. for sale at a low brims
shown by the final returns um assessacres
in
timber.
fine
This
farm
let
Admiral
awl
Morton
cgtrv,W
Paul
alk
the Navy
11recentlywe
Nice neer rut Cage On South Virginia
ll fenced with hedge amid wire and
ed values—ladicate tl:e remarkable
Jurod in a railroad necident
George Dewey,
divided into five shifts, on each of street. Has six
advance in material wealth in the
near Reform Ala., returned home which is plenty of never failing water.i Mom, good cisternrooms and bath
and stable.
The fleet made op of' the haul, yesterday. He hiss been is a hospital This is one of the finest farms in the fronts 56 feet and runs back 192 Lot
South between 1900 and 115o4 During
feet
to
a
ship, coast and Carrihean squadrons
16
ItidirtilmIttend'
foot
itel)4ecetnof
alley.
nce
This
the
accident
place will be
and has not yet
that period, as shown by these figKentucky,si
mold on reasonable terms.
W
e
e
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It
l
wheat,
...orpedo
PAUL
flotilla
of
MORTON.
second
fully recovered from his injuries.
and the
and all ikinds of grasses [here is, The S. T. Fox farm
ures, there was a gain of more than
of 612 'acres-sMr. Gregory lives at Church Hill.
boat destroyers, Is one of the most
Ito better stock farm in the county.' ituated on the
IIIMIllimase"--4930,000,0e0, or at all &vet age rate of
Peace After Suffering.
improvements first class and in per.;jabout seven milesMillers Mill road
powet fill ever gathered in Hampton
Southwost
of Hop-tea repair, fins two-story frame okinville, large two
$2150,000 a ye.tr. The magnitude of
Sues For Divorce.
Roads:under ti e A merican nag.
dwelling with „hie rooms, veranda ;and all necese ry story dwelling
rout
aesouy
1
,
I
s
Deity.
this increase is strik ingly illustrated
in front and porches in rear, four good fences, or, lardfarm buildings,
Mrs. J. T. Johnson died lest night
The battleship Ku arsage, as tint
and plenty of
frame tenant hi uses, two large new I Water
when coinpared with the progress In
Mrs.
Sallie
Hudspeth
J.
hail
sued timber. This is a fine
filed a tobaceo
flagehip of A tmral Barker, headed at her home near Kelly. She was
suit for divorce from •ier tineband, J. capacity barns, two graineries with ;lam and located in one
the decade betueen kV/ and 1900,
for 10,000 bushels of wheat,.
of the best
the central column, while c e Texas, was seventy years ,f age and a B. Hudspeth. She charges
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when the total Increase lit assessed
daughter
of
the
Rev.
Joel)
late
Clark.
flying Rear Admiral Sande' pennant,
nient and cruelty. Ahniony Is pray, carriage and
houid
see,atlw alramrgewciitsh- I ill be sold on reasonable terms.
valuation was $755,,A10,000, or at the
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attach- erbeautifulhnosalsan
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robnlet I Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ayeue. Goad home with 4 large rooms
loser Newark, flagship of Johnson, and one daughter, Mrs. ment was issued on a crop of corn
ing that decade that the price of cut- was the ci
and tobacco, etc., belonging to the farms in the state, in one of the best porches, cistern outbuildings,:shade
the Caribean squadion, m ith Rear Ernest Boyd,survive her. She had
nd
fruit trees, Price $1,400.
neighborhoods,convenient to schools
'ton fell to its lowest poipt during the
delenriant.
Admiral Sigsbee's pent ant at her been an invalid for years.
churches and good market.
The; An elegant farm of 115
war, hut during the laet, four years
Mrs. Johnson was a noble and beland in first-elase condition. Will and, on good public road, acres of
main peak. The torpedo boat flotilla loved
Deadly Toy Pistol.
be sold on easy terms to snit pur- he best neighborhoods in one of
there has been a steady advance to
woman, and a lifelong memin South
chaser.
was under command of Lieutenant ber of the Universalist church.
•
hristian, convenient to
Futhe exaggerated spevolative value of
Gilbert Allen, a 10-yoar-old negro, 612 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti- chools and churches, in a postoffieb,
Commands,: Johnston, on the Wh:o- neral set vices will be held tomorrow,
high
state
the early part mt last yeer. It may
living on Will Dudley's faro', near vation.
cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
very level and is
and the remains will be interred in
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.year 76 bu. corn per
The ships inspected and ieviewed the Clark burying grounds.
boy was playing with a toy pistol on (sere.
actly the increase in the price of cotnew cabins, smoke house, hen
24 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000
represented a total tonnage of 98,679
Jan. 2 and accidentaliy discharged to '200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
ouse, new wire fence, nice young
ton And the enhancement in die as.
There are 226 acres of this farm In rchard, grapes, rasp-berries and
the weapon. The palm of his hand
and carried 110 officere and 5,166
tressed value of ; roperty ill the South,
trawberries,plenty of water, very,
was burned in some wisy, the injury red clover.
This place has a fine 10 room resi- esirable, will be sold cheap and on
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
but that higher prices do have a ma- men.
causing lockjaw, as stated above.
dence, large barns, good pond,7 good asy terms.
Mr. George 13. Trice came up from
terial bearing upon the prospetity of
••441.
-cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of l
Some beautiful vacant lots on WalCadiz today to visit friends in the
, negro labor, is well fenced and locat- ut
Wants a Divorce.
First Foal.
time South, and tiles corm the en
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ed on good public road, in Montgocity.
ttn l in400 acree of
desirable farming land
--hanced value of preperto, go; a witherg County, Tenn., 7 miles north of
Montgomer
y county, Tenn, heaviMiss Kate Manson left this mornA despatch from Lexington says: Clarksville and 6 ini ee from nearest
Mrs. :Nancy Rieke has filed suit
out question."
timbered,
10
miles from Howell,
ing for Lake Charles, La.. where she
station.
y. price $7.00 per acre.
The first thoroughbred foal of the
for divorce trout her hileband, Fred
This place can be bought for only
will visit Mrs. E. A. Chavanne.
/ile‘
Fine farm of 282 acres in neigh-,
I oorhood of
season in Kentucky has just been re- $45.00 per acre, 910,000.00 cash and ,
Sickening Shivering Fits crick Rieke. She grotto+ that they
Howell, Ky., at a great
balance on very easy terms, with 6:b
Mr. Elizabeth Keegan and daugharg in
ported, the broodmare, Annie Layne, per cent. interest.
of Ague and Malaria, can he relieved were married in 1891 and charges
ter, Miss Mary, and mother Mrs.
Very desirable suburban
and cuied with Electric Bitters. that he abandoned her Iii Juue 1903.
Trice farm or 142 acres within rouse two stories,8 rooms,residence
Johnson, left this morning for New by Lisbon, out of Eleanor C., by
This is a pure, tonic medicine; of es8 miles of Hopkinsville,on good pub- in good repair, about 7 acresnew and
of land,4
Orleans, where they will spend the Powitatan, dropping a bay colt by lic road. Good dwelling,
tobacco just outside the city limits on one
pecial benefit in malaria, for it exof
winter.
Notice to Farmers.
Herbert, the "Mud Domino" of the barn, stable, outbuilditors alid plenty tie
A beat street.
erts a true curative influenee on tne
of timber and water. Demirable niece
I take this means of netifyiog the
residence at Casky, Ky.
Mrs. Bettie Wooten, of Hopkins- East. The"
liseage, driving it entirely out of the
tinge" is owned t Y will be sold cheap.
1 t of 10 acres, six room cottage e,tici
system. It is :11Ut h to be prefeired public that I have an office with J villa is visiting her parents in Kut- Williams & Radfords, Adelbert etw I
One of the most desirable residen- 'o room office to yard;
goon
Edmunds
building
county
in
Hopkinsvill
e,
Ky.
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet 8 rvants house, large good
•
tawa.... Miss Cordie Stiller, of Hoeo Quinine, moving none of this
front by 268 feet deep House with 1 rge stable and carriage ice house,
drug's had after-effects. E. S. Mutt - When wanting fire insurance call on kineville, is the guest of Miss Lula
house
and
beautiful shade and fruit trees, good
1 neceseary out buildings; splenoed
day, of Henrietta, Texas.. writes: R. K. WARD, agent Continental. Scout, in Kuttawa
Tom Yancey
cistern, stable and all necessary out- s lade and fruit trees,
Coes
With
New
Road.
never fain",
end Will Terry, of Hopkinsville,
My brother was very low with volt
buildings. All in excellent repair. ell, good cistern;
convenient to deer.
Price and terms reasonable.
were in Knttawa Satui day and Sunmalarial fever and jaundice, till he
I t, school and church; 5 miles
from
Rodman Meacham has resigned
50 acres of fine land 1% miles from • opkinsville with good pike nearly
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whole
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e
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his
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Splendid
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West&
his life. At L. L. Elgin and Ray &
sprine and barn, fenced and has 20 run for a doctor.
Fowler's drug stores: price 50c, guao
William Girard, of Madisonville. Ohio-Itailroad to accept a place as acres of timber. Very desirable
Valuable store room on Main
to teed.
s reet. One of the best business loca
is in the city mingling with friends. assistant to the chief engineer of the prope:ty.
In The Amount c.f Fines
ins
t
in the city.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles
Mr. Girard formerly resided here.
New York, Westchester Sr Boston
Nice cottage on corner of Brown
from Bennetstown Ky. Good house
Collected By City.
railroad. His headquarters will be 8 rooms, tenant house, ,good well, a d Broad streets, 7 rooms, good outlarge tobacco barn, good frame sta- b ildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
New York.
Chief of Pollee W. E.Shanklin has
ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber, o reasonable terms.
Residence,5 rooms, stable, carrigood level land and a desirable farm
eompiled a comparison of receipts iii
convenient to schools and churches a e house and all necessary outbuildWestern Kentucky is being well east] through the police office of fines
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i
gs good cistern and orchard. Two
subscrip
•
and
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on
good
road.
(Special to New Era.)
Coe of the utmost desirable resi- a res of land adjoining South Kenlook eti after in the way of free rural for several years pas amid by this ta
RA N K FORT,.Kst., Jan. 10.—The
dences on S. Virginia St., corner lot, t cky College, 91,600. Will sell this
mail delivery. The following new ble It is shown that 1924 heads the
Prof. J. D. Alston, colored, of the 86 feet front by 286 feet deep. House P
e at low price and on easy terms
court of appeals decided today that
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in
with beautiful slide and fruit
router will be established February 1: list of such receipts by $117.27. In
the school fund is not entitled to a Industrial College, of Metropolis. good cistern and all necessary trees
Ile
of mill, post office and church.
JutDawson Springs, Hopkins coutify, 1904 $2 491.95 was collected, the next
part of the license on foreign inset:- 111., is in the city soliciting funds buildings. All in excellent repair S lendid house of ten rooms, large
• ble. 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
two routes; population 736; Hickory year in the list being 1900 when Chief epee
for the institution. The college ie Priee and terms reasonable.
companies.
acco barns,90 acres flute timber,
Good residence on corner of Main
Grove, Graves county, additiona Matthews nollected 92 374 68.
conducted
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Washington institution at Tuskegee, Main by 200 feet deep. House has six ti it and very productive. Will be
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as cry morning and runs ate' it during Um ship off its C01118e. It would take fault with everything. yet4hey stay on.
Vegetable,liver pills. Th
the whole day without being ab.le to us perhaps days or weeks to regain They are respectable thieves of your
overtake IL" Mauy men eu.i women our course, or perhaps we would never time, who enema be landed ta jail, but
what they are. They cu
ire wastins; precious days t tat might be able to di se. We might land in tl ey are a bigger nuisance to you than
'co nstipation, biliousn
be used for Christ by at getting Lp on China. as a diSh011erit captain made the if tiny stole the meat out of yJur ice
sick-headache. ta.r.
time and starting the wor.; of the day pilgrim fathers land on the cold. bie.i It chest or the bread and cake from your
ou time and systematically and prompt. New Engtied shore; whea they It ;d cupboards. Ali, these destroyers of Want your moustache or beard
I.. meeting all demands ge they come set sail ./r the sout.tero
time! How ninny precloms moments. a beautiful brown or rich black? Use
7137T pa. to DlLIA14111)0/I. P. HALL& 00.. Miltilita.
up for settlement.
matter hoe- g_ooli a !heal+ purpose may which in the aggregate have automiteJ
kelws
liInt
the
laws
ne
of
n:.
Waating Time.
be. it
to precious days of work, Inure been
This warning against the wasted min- gation he emenot guide his boat to the lost for its in the journey of life, with
By Rev.
utes of the early morning is ;far more right harbor."
its vital opportunities, through their
Frank De Witt Talmage, D.D.
necessary than some of us shave hereWhat would you think of a lnborer unwelcome visits! Well wrote Oliver
II tofore supposed. {Viten we waste the who sluml l enter your sickroom and Wendell Holmes in reference to such
minutes of the morning we waste say: "Diecharge the doctor. Let me as these:
- Los Angeles. c.d.. Jan. 4 1 ho day early
the very best minutes of the whole be your physician and prescribe your Shun such as lounge through afternoons
• -lad by solar re,k-ining In a wvsterly
an eves
day. The old proverb says: "Beauty medicines!" What would you think
!
i 4 voyage around the world furnishes the sleep is always taken before 12 o'clock of a mechanic who would try to con- And on thy dial write, "Beware of
thieves."
"'• •Vreselier it, this sermon with an illus- at night. Every hour of sleep before duct a ease in court when he did not Felon of minutes, never taught to feel
.tratiou by which, as he shows, days ruidnigla Is worth two taken in bed know tie: first A B C's of the law? The worth of treasures which thy fingers
steal:
Are continually being lost in the voy- after that time." Along exactly the What would you think of a minister
may left pocket of its silver dime.
age of life; text, Eceleslastes ix, 10, same line of thought I say, "Every who would try to build the Panama Pick
But spare the right—It holds my golden
"Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, hour of work done before 9 or 10 canal when he had never taken a
time.
do It with thy might."
o'clock in the morning is worth at course In engineering? And yet the
God says; "Work, work, work! Work,
What tragic significance there may least two hours of work after 12 o'clock landlubber trying to pilot a ship, the
for the night cometh when no man can
given
be In that little word "Lost!" We hear noon." There is something about the hodearrier trying to cure sickness, the
work." That means we must fight
someIt In the despairing cry of the miners ozone of the early atmosphere,
layman trying to draw up his own against those who would waste our
Most
starving in the Death valley of the thing about the exhilaration of the "last will and testament," the clergyprecious moments as well as against
Mojave desert. We hear it in the bit- early morning, that arouses us and man trying to be the chief engineer of
our own slothful natures, and of all
ter cry of the travelers bewildered In tires us and drives us on and clarifies a Brooklyn bridge, is no more absurd
warnings for busy men I think this one
'Midwinter on the Montana prairies. It our brains, so that we can accomplish than the melinary men and women tryof the most important. Where there Is
a shriek of horror on the lips of the • at least double the work in one half ing to perform their tasks in life withone busy matt who would voluntarily
-poor children on the General Slocum hour then than in any half hour of the
taRn
. intelligent knowledge of their waste his time there are ten lazy felburning on the sound of New York. afternoon or evening. "Early to bed duties.
low's who are ready to waste it for him.
It le a hey of dismay from the crew of and early to rise makes a man healthy,
We must have intelligence to fit our- Look out that these despised "nomads"
the Royal Charter wreektsl on the wealthy and wise" has Just as much selves for the duties of life. How do
may not ruin any more of your days of
Irish coast. It is a cry of agony front truth tacked on to the last injunction most successful men get that necesusefulness.
the man In the upper story of the as on to the first.
sary intelligence? I will tell you. It
In heathen mythology there lived a
Windsor hotel in New York, whose
Almost without exception the great is by improving the few moments, the
name of Baldur. His mothbody with suppliant arms stretched In workers of the world have been early few stray moments of the day and the god by the
er, FrIggit, wanted to make lein immorentreaty to the firemen falls into the risers. While other men were in bed evening, which, as sacred fragments,
Site demanded from the stones, the
seetking furnace. "Ile is lost!" we they were at their desks or in 'their crowd around them. One fanner tal.
ery.as one of our number slides over laboratories or down at their offices or works and works hard, but be does trees, from fire and water and all metals and reptiles and birds and poisons,
" the edge of the Alpine glacier. "lie 18 out making their Investigations. Har- things merely because his forefathers
leer' we said In sorrow when our ry Lee once said to his great leader, the did the same things. lee plants wheat all oath that they never would kill him.
These all gave a willing oath. Then the
. friend. the Rev. Dr. Robert B. Taylor Father of His Country, "Sir, we sol- in one field because his father and
gods, believing that Bald= was immorof San Diego, made a false step from diers are amazed at the vast amount of grandfather planted wheat in that
tal, began to strike him with swords,•
the deck of the sailboat and sank to work you can accomplish." "Sir," an- field. The other farmer says to him9th Street.
spears, battleaxes and darts, but they •
Both Phones
rise DO more. "Lost!" cries the mother swered General George Washington,"L self, "I an1 a farmer, but I am going
harmed him not. At last one of the
frantically pacing the streets looking do what I do because I rise every to he an intelligent farmer." He sends
gods pleked up a piece of tnistietoe.
% fly her wandering child. "Lost!" cries morning at 4 o'clock, and a great deal to Washington and gets the latest rethrew it at flaldur. The little twie
,• tlie gambler who has ventured his last of my work is done while others are ports from the agricultural depart- He
pierced the skIn and the heart, and Balcohi on the turn of the wheel. Horror asleep." How did Walter seat write ment. He buys the latest books sent
dur dropped a corpse. Many of these
and•diamay and agony and despair are his many books? He arose every morn- out by our great agricultural colleges.
visits of the "destroyers of time" may
beard in that thrilling word.
away
his
cleared
ing at 5. He then
He finds, by studying during the few seem to be harmless.
But are they?
,t
There 18 another kind of loss of which correspondence. He laid out his plans stray minutes that come to him almost
Like the despised mistletoe of heathen
. I want to speak to you today. At the of work, and "by breakfast time," he every day and night, that his farm has
mythology, they may be fatal for whole
beginning of i new year It is Impressed said, "I have broken the neck of the just the right kind of soil for a peach
days. iv hole months and years, that
upon us with solemn Import. Looking day's work." Frederick the Great did orchard, lie plants the peach trees.
backward over the year that is gone, not need any one to describe for him He stops growing wheat. He increases should have been used in service of the
bow sad Is the thought of our loet. the rising sun. During all the long the value of his farm from $8 per acre Master.
TilD." Belongs. to Cod.
, davit Days there have been in which seven years' war which has been the annually to $40 per acre. Think not I
Would God we 'night one and all
We Might have done work for God marvel of European strategists for a am telling an imaginary case. I am
tight, ri-lentiesely against these "de,
which we have suffered to pass away century and a half he saw with his drawing may illustration front the ownIn Idleness. days which can never be own eyes the sun rise every morning. ers of two farms among the Michigan stroyers of time." You cannot afford to
nailed. which we have frittered away Buf, though the great work of nearly hills. Both the two farmers worked. give away what is not your own. Your
I all our great workers was due to the hard, but the successful farmer, by time belongs not to you, but to another.
Malassly.
, "Go with me to a concert this afterWe all know the old adage that "time fact that they were early risers, many jealously guarding his spare few mo-0
',11,
, is money." We are all ready to grant of us linger in our beds In the morn- ments each day, doubled and trebled noon," said one salesman to another
'that this axiom is true. "If a man has ing just as long as possible. Instead and five times increased the value of who was employed In a large warehouse. "I cannot go this afternoon,"
'. im'regard for the time of other men." of living up to the old proverb we say, his property.
was the anewer. "My time is not my
'Wrote Horace Greeley, "why should he "Late to bed and late to rise," and we
Look Out For the Half Hoar..
• own: It belongs to another." "To
halo for their money? What Is the dif- fritter away the late hours of the night
Young man, be careful about the few whom?" "To my employer." The folYiereace between stealing a man's boor on doing nothing, just as in the mornmoments which you have been wasting lowing Sabbath afternoon the same
$5?
stealing
his
There
are
many ing we fritter them away in bed.
..;ehad
each day. Guard those extra few mo- salesman said to the same clerk,"Come
Wei to whom each hour of the business ,
A Family Hlortory.
tley is worth more than $5." But.though ! "What time does your rising bell ments for intelligent study. Look out and go riding with me this afternoon."
thew means money to most of us, time ring?" I ask. "Oh," you answer, "we for that wasted half hour during the "I canhot," said the other. "My time is
midday meal. Look out for the time not my own; it belongs to another."
should mean more than that. It is a
do not have any rising bell; we get up
fauved trust committed to us, for the when we are slept out." "What time you have been accustomed to spend "To whom?" "To God. who said, 'Heevery morning and evening in the member the Sabbath day to keep It
debt use of which we shall have to ,
does your breakfast bell ring?" "We do
holy.'"'Will you and I waste our preglee account. Little enough is the pert
, not have any breakfast bell," you an- street ear on your way to business
do,we ean devote to our Master's serv- swer. "When we are slept omit, we get looking idly around or trying to pass cious nennents hereafter? Shall we not
ice. It we waste it we defraud God.
; up and dress and go to breakfast. That it an-ay in reading the advertisements always feel that in reality time does
or the sporting colturins In the daily not belong to us? It belongs, in the
iI is the history
•
Loalaat the Minute...
of our house." Oh, no. newspapers. Look out for that half higher, nobler and purer sense, to them
,. We waste these days simply by west- That is part of the history; it Is not all.
hour which you fool away in your n-horn we are sent to serve and to the
ere a minute and there a minute. I will tell you the rest of it. When you
before you turn in for the night. great God, who will demand at the
thought was brought home to me awake, you get up and dregs, but you room
gigantic work of intellectual growth judgment an accounting for every mola My tour around the world. In 1893 do not all dress at the same time. First A
can be done if only the few wasted mo- ment we fritter away.
Mgt father and I left our homes in the tile father has his breakfast. Then one
ments of each day are gathered up for
This thought flashed upon me as I
and started on our journey. We or two of the children mtreggie down.
close application to books. One day sat upon the deck of the steamship
ifOthrired the course of the setting sun. Then the mother comes last, or the
traveled from New York to Pitts- elder sister. Then the breakfast, which Philip of Macedon, father of Alexander Alameda, trying to figure out how I
the Great, was talking to Dionysius, lost that day. If instead of following
'gag from Pittsburg to Chicago, from ought to take just twenty-five minutes,
the son of Dionysius, the great general the setting sun I had been going toeibileege to St. Louis, from St. Louis to drags out over an hour. The children
of Syracuse. He said to the son: "I do ward the east I would not have lost a
• 'Thavise. and then to San Francisco. We run off to school. The father hurries
sigsegged up and down, but always away.to business. The servant girl's not believe your father could have ever day, but gained an extra day; if in. lingt pushing toward the west. At San dishes are not washed for all hour and written the odes and tragedies attrib- stead of going from New York to San
uted to his pen during his busy military Francisco and New Zealand I had been
./Frandseo we set sail for the Sandwich a half later. There has'been no time
life." "My father," the son replied, traveling from London through tile
bilibils. Then we went on to Samoa. for prayers. Everything in the home "wrote
those masterpieces during the Suez calm! to Australia, instead of
lionstbass we would stop two or three goes topsy turvy merely because the
Urns you and I have wasted at our having lost a Thursday, I would have
days in a town, sometimes a full week. family did not arise together, eat totables in feasting." Young man, better bad two Thursdays in one week. It.
it took us seven long months to encir- gether, pray together and go to work
Ids the globe. Each day, as a rule, was at the same time. The wasted minutes Improve your stray moments as did mattered nothing on our voyage which
Dionysins the Great than fritter them course we took, but in the voyage of
tar us not twenty-four hours, but teem- of the early morning are directly re4y4ear hours and ten or fifteen or even sponsible for whole days and weeks away :is most folks are doing, with life it matters a great deal. They who
S
St
thirty minutes long. Of course you and months of life wasted fa:r the serv- their lips pressed against the chalice of take the "star in the east" as their
pleasure. Iletter consecrate whole days guide in the journey of life, who folpup my meaning. We were lengthen- ice of the Master. "The Auetrians lost
in life's journey to making yourself low Christ, who are led by him, have
' Mg Out days. because we were travel- the battles of Lodi and Arcola," sail
ing westward. How were we to straight- Napoleon, "because they did not appre- better and truer than to drop them into no lost days. In this life they have in1 al pat our calendar? This was the way ciate the value of five minutes." The uselessness, as we Jost our Thursday finite dellghtm and In the end eternal
in the smooth waters of the Pacific In life.
'we did it. One night we went to bed on reason many men waste whole days of
I In which direction are you sailing?
Wednesday. The next morning when life's service that might have been con- i our journey around the world.
But, though many minutes, which in Are you going away from the haven of
/ we awoke it was Friday. There, in the secreted for Christ is because they do
tlie
aggregate
amount to many days, peace? Are you and I traveling away
middle or the Pacific ocean, we lost a not appreciate the value of the sacred
, full day. How did that day disappear? rninutee In the early hours of the morn- are lost to the service of Christ on am'- from God? Are we following the "setcount of our own follies, how many ting sun," where we have our "lost
As I sat that Friday morning, after ing.
are lost to Christ by reason of people days," or are we leading toward the
Thursday was dropped out of my cal
()Milne the HInates.
'ender, I said to myself: "Yes, yes. This
How do we diminish our service for who seem to have nothing to do them- "star of the east," where we shall
Is the way many days are lost for Christ by Iced days? By not improv- selves and who seem to be possessed have our "found days?" Are we sail2t.;,0,1111st in our great journey of life. ing the fragments of time that lie scat- with the idea that we have nothing to ing from God at a point where we shall
Agin tt is a few minutes wasted for tered about us during the day's work, do? Alas, how many mornings there crash upon the rocks of sin, or are we
Christ in the morning. There it is a by not utilizing those extra few min- have been when we arose with clear sailing toward the harbor of peace,
few minutes wasted at noon or at utes here and there to fit ourselves in- minds and hearts anxious for study! where we shititl meet all our dear ones
eventide or at night. These few min- telligently by reading and study for These thoughts, like a great flock of with Christ?
But perhaps, after all, the caption of
Otte do not seem to amount to much at the work God has given us to do, by flying dpves, seemed ready to roost on
IIIWARM!
the time, but in the aggregate they supposing that God will let us inter- our study desk. Then ideas came not my sermon is a misleading one. There
make up whole days, weeks, months pret the passage, "Ask, and ye shall as solitary scouts, but marshaled in is truly no "lost day" in a man's life.
Protects the neck, ears and face. Warm, durable
and perhaps whole years or wasted receive; seek, and ye shall find; knock, great armies, ready to n-heel in line to Every day is yet to be a "found day."
and neat. Makes zero weath pleasant. A sure preventime that might have been spent in and it shall be opened to you," when attack at our command. Then horror All days will be "found days" at the
tative for coughs colds, pneumonia and consumption.
marries for the Master."
our lips are dumb, when our feet are seemed to palsy our fingers. The door- judgment seat of Christ, where they
How many days that might have palsied and know nothing about the bell rang. In came a threatening no- shall testify for our eternal salvation
GUNS! GUNS! GUNS!
bum given to Christ have we lost? right paths to tread, when our hands mad ready to encamp upon our prem- or our eterual condemnation. May all
We have the largest Hue of guns of anyone in the
• How do we lose them? First, by not are helpless in their stupidities. Can ises for the next two hours. Though our days be days which shall be blesscity—double and single barrel4--also riflos. Ali drumstarting the work of each day prompt- the blind lead the blind? Can some- a "squatter," he came not empty hand- ed by consecration to the service of the
mers' samples which we are selling below cost and less
ly and energetically as we ought to do. thing come from nothing? Can the ed. He had plled upon his back all Master, and may this day be the best
than what other merchants would have to pay the jobby oversleeping in the morning or by little child run and leap like a fawn the gossip and the "small talk" of the of all "found days," for it is here and
bers for the same gun. Call and see the guns and get
prioes.
throttling through our dressing, by lin- unless she has been first taught to neighborhood. Ile had great caravans now deciding our destiny! Oh, for the
halted in your front yard, with all the golden sunrise of that millennial dawn,
We carry a full line of Hunting Coats, Hunting
gering too long at the breakfast table, creep and to walk?
Meats, Hunting Shoes (waterproof) LeggIns, Gun Cases,
by yawning and stretching and idly
We must have intelligence in the di- scandals and the besotted reputations where sin and evil days have forever
In fact every thing a hunter needs.
blinding air castles In bed after the rection of our life or else all our work of the homes he had been lately pester- passed itwa!!
[Copyright, BOK by Louis Klopseh )
Jilting bell has rung, by ignoring the will go for naught. What would you log. And he talks and he talks until
Gun Repairing a Specialty.
lost up" call, which King Solomon in think if one summer day I should he drives away all our ideas and all
Bicycles
daks
Cameras
Sweaters
our
desire
for work and all our ambl- 1
do sixth chapter of Proverbs pounds Walk up on the captain's bridge of a
A Watts' Picture Gallery.
Foot Balls
Bags Fencing Foils
upon every bedroom door when he steamer and say: "Captain, I would Eon, and lie leaves in his wake a I One of the oddest sights in New York
Boxing
Exercisers
ers
Talking Machines
dills: "How long wilt thou sleep, 0 like to take charge of this steamer. wrecked day.
city is the picture gallery of successful
tiy mnaeium Shoes
Striking Bag Platforms
..Dextroyerts of Time."
sluggard? When wilt thou arise out Would the helmsman obey my com1 waifs in the rooms of the Children's
of thy sleep? Yet a little sleep, a lit- mand?" "Where would you take the
How many errands of mercy and Aid society. There is none other like
tle slumber, a little folding of the ship?" "To Australia," I would an- pressing duties in the home have been it in the world. Hundreds of faces
-bands to sleep. So shall thy poverty swer. "Do you know anything about ruined in the busy housewife's life by a look out of their .simple frames. They
maw as one that traveleth and thy the laws of navigation?" "No." 'Mien prolonged visit of one of these "(laugh- are of every nationality, type, age and
'want as an armed man." Lord Wit- I cannot let you take command. You ters of iniquity" called the "destroyers color. Since 1853 more than 20,000
once donated that the cause know not the law of the compass. The of time!" T iey criticise your husbands waifs and strays have been placed in
rnte og the famous English great surface of the sea is the lame and your chi dren. They find fault with families by the society, situations have
-4011te of Newcastle, everywhere. You have no guideposts, •t he arrangem eita of your homes. They been found for souse 25,000 more and
I,.,
ami ny--- :soon villain :lye and "lasts" it vii
,
•,4 ''• lit ••••
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Furniture
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ID

This important item in preserving the
finish on your furniture is not
the
attention your furniture deserves.
people think that any old thing will do
for polish—sometimes a costly mistake.
Beware of the "Some of,ourown make"
kind, usually three-fourths gasoline.
-4—

a polishVith a NATURAL WOOD OIL
base, we recommend as being the nearest perfect polish. A trial bottle for the
asking. Money back if not pleased.

Koach Furniture Co.,.
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COriBINED NECK and EAR MUFFLER
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HT THE BABY IN THE AIR AND
PREVENTED A SERIOUS ACCIDENT I

INTIMATE IFDIENOS FOR 11 THIRD TERM

MEDICAL EXAMINER
Of the United Slates Treasu
ry Recommends
Pe-ru-na.

Mr.Kiser Luckily on Hand When a Mother, Slip
ping On ARE CEN. TERAUCHI AND A. 0. STANLEY
WILL BE A
Ice, Tossed Her Child Upward.
CEN. KUROPATKIN.

Other Prominent Physicians Use
and Endorse Pe-ru-6a.
e -R. LLEW
ELLYN Jorda

CANDIDATE

D
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(Special to New Era.)
As it was, the little one was caught
A Washington despatch in the forth a vast
change and I now
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DOWNER EMPRESS OF CHINA REPORTED
10 SEA CONVERT TO CHRISTIANITY'
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(Special to New Era.)
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(Special to New Era.)
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FOR SALE.

CONVICT UPRISINC

•

là

AT THE BIG RED Si

Bargains Friday! Bargains Saturday!
Bargains All Next Week!

People read our "ads" last week and were amazed, they came to look, they botig t, lb. y showed,
ir neighbors and their neighbors bought, and they are all buying yet, and th t's the story of
our great sale in a nutshell.
Our greatest care now and during the remainder of the sale will be to guard av4 retain the conence the people have shown us by giving values fully as good or better to the la e comers as to
e first. So, come again and keep coming, our stock is immense and we're cutting ihe price oneverything.

J. T. Wall & Company
ECK SESSION ATTEMPT TO SHOW MORALE OF
FUNERAL Toppi. i•••••••••••••••••••••••
•
• , We gu4trantee
MORMONS IS OF [HEST TYPE.
••••

KENTUCKY LICISLAImes AT FRANKFORT

MR.

Resumption

Consider Question Of
I of Present Capitol Site.

of the Reed Smoot Case at
Draws a Large Crowd.

•
•
•
Washington
•
Services Will Be Held at the•
•
Ninth Street Presbyterian •
•
Church.
•
•
•
(From Thursday's Daily)
•
The remains of Mr. Warner Camp-•
I bell, who lost his life last Sunday•
morning in a railroad accident in•

Iliekbam for the purpose of considering the matter of a new site for the
111.11101000 capitol.
The governor sent an exhaustive
to the legialature urging the
of• new site and giving the
why the present one should
,1111eli be used for the new capitol. The
governor asks that the capitol coalsiliesion be given full power to act in
the matter.
A.analysis of the official proclamation of the executive shows it to

them assembly authorized to consider
kny laws now on the statute books
of the state.
Not only in this did Gov. Beckham
•
take precautions to prevent remov,
al from Frankfort. In the prepara-

to sell goods as CHEAP as you
can get them at 'ia any cut price

sales and we hae a large and

beautifu stock of Dress Goods,
Cloaks and Furs and Ladies
New Mexico, will arrive in the city•
•
this afternoon at 6:18 o'clock, over
• and Gentlemen's Underwear.
the Louisville (it Nashville railroad.•
The body is accompanied by Mr. D.•
M. Wright. a representative of time• Call and get our prices before
order of Elks, the deceased being a•
•
member of the Pueblo, Col., lodge,
•
you buy elsewhere.
and at Earlington. an escort from•
the St. Bet nal d
Commandery•
Knights Ternplar, will meet the re-•
mains and come to this city. At the•
T. M. JONES,
•
local station this afternoon repre•
sentatives of the Knights Templar•
e•••••••••••••••

eral easembly convened in special
• eseelon at noon today in accordance
'with the proclamation of Governor

ating money to build the new capitol. Frankfort people have been
needlessly alarmed a'iout thii matter, sod it has been used to frighten
;them by persona who:have a personal
interest in preventing removal from
the present site. Under the terms
r 01 the proclamation the only matter
in be considered ie whether there
shall be a change of site, aud, if so,
bow,and the providing of money to
410entehase the new eite. Nowhere is

RE- a

I

• (Special to New Era.)

TAANKFORT,Jan. 12.—The gen-

Wee closely drawn that under its
Sergail the legislators can not, if they
aboold desire, which (.not anticipated. re-oilen consideration of the act
of the last regular session appropri-

CAMPBELL'S
NIAINS ARRIVE.

THE REED SMOOT CHARGES IN THE SENATE.
The charge that Reed Smoot of tTtali, by reason of his connection, as an apostle, with
the Moimon church, is unfitted to retain his seat hi the United States senate, IR attracting
widespread attention, especially since thin sennatiolial evidence a miming the met Mak ef
the church a :is brought out by the senate iiiveetimititut imilittlittee. Mr. :Smoot is a
weal'I,, 3141.11
professes to bare no sympathy a Iii. the !beery of plural marriage.
WAsiHINGTON, Jar. 12.--Testi.
mony intended to prove that the
Mormon morale is ( f the highest
type, add to refute the word of witnesses who have declared he contrary to be true, was offereo by couneel for Senator Reed Smoot. W. J.

Senator Knox, a new member of the
committee, attended for the first
time. The committee room was
crowded. Most of the spectators
were women. There is a mentim4t
in the committee in favor of pre&ing tme ieveetigation to a conclusion,

McConnell. formerly a United States and with
that en4 in view it was anas Isn't- from Idaho, and twice Gov- nounced
that., beginning tomorrow,
ernor of his state, and Represents- longer
(megatons of the committee wilt
B. L French, a member of time pres- be held.
ent congress, and re-elected for anBoth witnesses deniel !natty stateother term, were the witnesses.
! ments directed against the Mormon
It was the opening geisha: of th e church
and its alleged interference
defense in the Smoot investigation. in
political affairs.

the pastor, Rev. Dr. J. E. Fogartie,
the Rev. Dr. W. L. Nourse, andlthe
Rev. Oeo. C. A bbitt, rector of Grace
church and chaplain of the Elks
lodge. The remains will he ititerrect
in Hopewell cemetery.

Tobacco Notes.
The re oeipte of leaf tobacco during
December surpassed those of the
previous year.by 2,136 Imhde. The
deliveries exceeded the receipts by
4,326 himds. The stock on hand January 1, 1905, is 7,603 hlids. less than on

January 1, 1904.
We give below the stocks actually
tion of his proclamation he at first
took hiin back to Cadiz w here he I for sale on January 1, 1906, and folmade provision that the At() should
will be tried.
low each with the stocks on sale
be "adjacent" to the city of FrankAlter his arnod the negro told the January 1, 1904;
fort. A reference to Webster's dic( From Thursday's Daily.)
police here that he had gotten into
Louisville, 14,636 hIlds.(Burley, 1,.
Charles Watkins, a negro twenty- trouble
tionary later caused the erasure of
at home and was on hie way 158; Green River. 6,743; Dark, 11,934)
w, lb* word "adjacent" and the Inser- four years of age, was arrested here to St. Louis,
and that he took the against 10,1162 bhds. )Burley, 1,869;
tion in its place of the -vord "contig- last night, charged with stealing a horse (ruin his father because he did dark,
2,363; Green river, 6,400 hhds):
e0os," the definition of the latter horse from his father, Richard Wat- not think he would be prosecuted.
Clarksville 756 hinds. against 3 848;
word being "In actual contract; kins, near Cadiz. The man
came
Hopkinsville, 620 libels. against, 1,Smashing," while that 'adjacent' is here
yesterday morning, riding a
Fire at Itta Bena.
693; Paducah, 428 himde. against 1,. given as "not necessarily in contact;
good lookipg so.rel mare which he
765; Mayfield, 114 hhde, against 700;
as adjacent tied.,adjacent villages."
Inns the new site roust either be sold to Ennis Morris for $60. MarIn a letter to his father, J. M.Ren- New York, -- hods, against 400;
• "within the city of Fransfoit" or In shal Davis, of Cadiz, telephoned the shaw, Jared
Renshaw tells of a dis- Baltimore 619 Imhcis, against 783.—
actual contact with its corporate local police about the matter
and astrous fire which visited the planta- Western Tobacco Journal.
Chief Shanklin and Officer RickettP tion of
Riley Ely at Itta Bena, Miss.,
•••
located
the horse yesterday after- on last Sunday
Will Merry.
night, when the large 04-644-0-44-e+++++++++++.114-•
4++
noon in a blacksmith shop where it general store
which furnished the
Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
Vt.'Denny Price and Miss Mere- was being shed. They then
arrested Isupplies to the plantation was burnear, nose and throat. Teat made
*studs will se married tonight the negroid recovered $49.$ at
Um itd II6 the ground with all it.contents.
for glasses. Phoenix auildlos,
in North Chris* Item:
,
a morning MatibefTie:' .lit.nothey' 41. • .,
Main St. Hopkinsville
A
'rem
• '.1 vo!-.4 :„
;_,
toliiii up
-10 Dr..*

FROM HIS FATHER

is

••••••••••••••

and Elks will receive the casket and
carry it to the residence of Mr.
Campbell's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L. Campbell. The funeral
will take place tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30 o'cl,ck at the Ninth street
Presbyterian church, conducted by

I

OYSTERS
OTSTE
Plenty of them.
The Lar*e, Fat
Juicy Kin
Arriving daily anl they go with
rush. All kinds of atables. Let us
have your order.

111. T. COO
Wholesale mid R tall Oroceri

E NEW ERA

their eirme.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.'

I he women pressing
the fire lines, without fuither
ducement from the firemen, fled.
LESSON III, FIRST QUARTER, INiirER:-PURLISH
NA TIONAL SERIES, JAN. 15.
Mr. J. Hampton Moore, the newly
appointed ch iv,of the man ufacturea Text of the Lesson. jOh IS I. 35-51.
Memory
eerie, 40, 41 — Cioldets
OfFICE:—New firs Building, Eleventh department Thole himself withou
t an
Text, J01111 I. 40—Commentar
y Prelibreee, near Maui, Hopldnirville,
appropriatio.i for clerk, stenographer
pared by Itev.,13. M. Stearns.
00

NOV era Printing & Publish'g Co

HOARSE COUGH
STUFFY CO

Nud messeiiger
e. As a dietie- [Copyright, 1901, by American Press Association.)
This lesson begins with John's secguished inventor he may e• able to
ond cry, -Behold the Laud, of God!"
make the depa rtinnt
e
run by machin,illensived at the postoflioe in Ropkinsviiie
the rind in verse 29 suggesting tht.t we
1391111Mond-elass mall matter
ery
must behold Him as the only One who
can take away s:n, and this one sugHow's This?
gesting that. having taken away our
Friday, Jan 13, 1905
We offer one humired dollars re- sine, we are now to follow Him as
in
ward for any cit-,e of catnrrh that Rev. xlv, 4. This second "next
day"
ea..not he cured by hail's Cuotrmh would be a "third day." and hi chapter
— CLUBBING RATES: —
Ifit• WIIIIIMLY New ERA and the following Cure.
11, I, Euul everywhere from (Jen. 1, 9-13,
F. J. CH EN EY & c0., Toledo,0 onward the "third day" speaks to those
ealr I.3ourier.Jour nal
on;3
lo- 7os
I 60
Weekly Rt. Louis Republic
60
We, the uudersignsid, have k,/owe who have anointed ears and eyes of
.Weakly Olobe-Democrat.....
m
Cincinnati Enquirer.
& F. J. Cheeey tor the last flfr, en resurrection and glory and fruitfulness.
leekly Nashville Americen
&I
tr, veers, and believe him pertectly Ito,,- John's testhuony turned two of his
y 1.0u1sville Commercial
Weekly New York World
05 'rattle.in all Piltillie
es it ntisnetions disciples from himself to follow Je17 Louisville Post ...
60
and form ,
26 Vid
able to cArr‘, out atQ sus, but In this John rejoiced and said.
ilagasine—licsten
Ti
"He must increase, but I must dety Atlanta Constitution
7. /bIltratioita made D. Ills firm.
ly New York Tribune
It
crease" (chapter ill, 29, 30).
•,
sn
Mat
.vin,
Weekly New York Tribune
72'
One of the two who followed Jesus
hs Mome Journal. new
Wholesale druigiets, T
0.
t. roomy
Ir
.
was Andrew, Simon Peter's brother
Hail's Catarrh Core is taken inter°tubbing rates with any ma/astee
(verse 40). The other was no doubt
sossepaper published in the United ntates
ildly, acririg dir-ctly upon th e blood
John himself, the writer of this gos.ucl mucus surfaces of the system, pel,
and, as truly as Andrew found
eeiit free. Price 76 cents Simon and brought him to
Jesus, John
0011K l' U1ItFU lost
/et. bottle Sold 13.., all druggists.
must have found his brother James
,
Take
and brought him to Jesus, but it would
Vocal—First Monday in June tipatioHell's Family Pills for conn.
not be like John to mention himself as
lour*Monday in February and Sep.
the other of the two or that he brought
Vil.N
/
The Washington Times seriously James to Jesus. The question of Je001,11T--800Ond Monday.sus
to
the
two
April. July and October.
who
ulquires:
followed Him,
"Will the new public
"What s‘eek ye?" is a good one for
T—First Tuesday in April
buildings reflect true American art?" every
V
it
believer when gathered for pubMonday in every Until someone discovers true Ameri- lic worship or in the private study of
.
.
:
....
-..
eau art the questi..n will remain un- the Scriptures. Happy are those who
-'
can truly say: "I am seeking the Lord
.swere
n
.i.
the m.antime we still with my whole heart."
"I am seeking
— ADVERTISING RATES:- heve Ancient Greece, Rome tied first and always the kingdom of God
tame taea.*tinsertion
t 160 icandi
and His righteousness" (Jer. xxix, 13;
navia to draw from.
*soh.
month
I— ma ifteWile
Matt. vi, 33).•
taal. three inmates
00
six Mentos.
900
According to John's way of counting
USA.one year
Spoiled Her Beauty.
16 00
time, the sixth hour meant
a. m.
rates may be had by atIMI106Harriet Howard,of 209 W.84ch St., (John xix,
lie(Moe.
14), so that it must have
t advertising most be paid for In New York,
at one time had her been 10 a. m. when these men followed
Consumption Cured
Jesus, and after some blessed hours
Sot yearly advertisements will be beauty spoiled
with Lakin trouble.
Foley & Co., Chicago.
quarterly.
Dana, Ind., Sept. 28, 1902.
commun
In
ion
with
Him
they left Him
est* Inserted without specGentlemen:—FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR cured
me of consump]he charged for until ordered She writes: "I tied Salt Rheum or to seek their brethren, being fully pertion after I had suffered two years and was almost
desperate. Three physicians
and•see Item*
failed to give me any relief and the
•
opts of Marriages and Deaths, Eezerna for years, but nothing would suaded that He was the Chrlet, their
said he could do me no good. I tried
So, old and Young.
si".geostedbe dve lines, and mottoes of cure it, until
Messiah, the latter word being the Healmost every medicine I heard tell of without benefit
I
used
Buckle
n's
Arnica
until
FOLEY'
HONEY
S
5. portUshed gratis.
AND TAR was recommended to me. Its effect right from
Recommended byte Medical
mottoes, Resolutions of Respect Salve." A quick and sure healer for brew and the former the Greek for
the start was magical.
I improved steadily from the first dose and am now sound
1441.6famestiefiar notices.five °eats per line,
and well, and think
outs, burns and sores. 25o at L. L. "the anointed one." To behold Jesus
Fatuity for& varicas
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR is a God-send to people
with Throat and Lung
Elgin and Ray & Fowler'e drug as the Lamb of God taking away our
Trouble.
Yours
affectionsof the
very
truly,
Mrs.
Mary
Ambros
e,
sins,
then to behold Him as the Lamb
stores.
of God in the midst of the throne (Rev.
me haa. again re-assembler'
se. ea. es.
v, 6), to abide with Him, to follow
Coes Back to Jail.
iod.the voice of the statesmen will
Him, to win others to Him, this is life
IRAN through the land. Speaker
indeed.
William Nance, or better known
The day following Jesus found a new
(*boa, who is•maa of few words,
I
follower In Philip of Bethaaida, the
to compare congress as "Sooner Hite," who has been in
Patadatin ST
city of Andrew and Peter. 11e is ever
the
county
ji.il
since
IC
boat described by Lincoln
last August seeking to win people to Himself
, that
/*AM was So constructed that every charged with assaulting a little He may take away their sins and give
Himsel
f
and
all
His
glory
CHICAGO,ILI.
to them.
the whistle blew the boat stop- white girl near Roaring Spring,
Philip quickly found Nathanae1 of
.11
,.••==,1=IIIM
made
his
escape from the county Cana (John xxl, 2),
The 50 cent size contains 2: times as much as the
Not being too haughty to mix
and so the first six
Jail
last
were
gathere
Thursd
d.
ay
Both Matthew, Mark
?11411
about dark. Jailsmall size,and the $1.00 size almost 6 times as much.
Mr. Cannon adds,
and Luke mention Philip and Bartholwheels of guvernment, boys, er Smith went in the jail with sup14*
.4
4
omew after Andrew and Peter, James
la
per for the prisoners, and Nance ran and
0111100lowged with speech.
John in the choosing of the twelve.
N
out by him and ericaped.
Saturday but they do not mention Nathanael
office is one of the few night he returned voluntarily and whereas John. who mentions Nathanas!, never mentions Bartholomew. It
of the goveriiir.ent that pays surrendered to the jailer.
He gave seems conclusive, therefore, that NaIWway and adds to the government as his reason for leaving that a
Kindly Take Notice that Ely's
man Uterine! and Bartholomew are the same
Liquid Cream Balm is of ereat benperson.
istreaue. Since 1827 it has been twa- up in the country owed
hin) some
Nathan:tens question when told by efit to those surterere from nasal
drAr nosabc.Cobh sail 01111111116
cain*
the treasury of the United money, and that he ,watited
to col- Philip that they had found Him of tarrh
who cannot inhale freely
MON large sums of money the lect it.—Cadiz Record.
whom Moses and the prophets had through the
nose, but must treat Effective Sunday June 5th.
written would indicate that Nazareth
sailboat this year approximating
themselves by spraying. Liquid
silosets what yes dos
had anything but an enviable reputaTRAIN NO. I. Paseenger—Daily,
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Cream Balm differs in form, but not
$1100,000. This it will be understood
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place
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Nazareth, who can tell the price, including a spraying tube,
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Life Pills. They are Just what you
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depth of meaning In the words "Though 75 cents.
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a patents issued. More than 31,000 used to cure stomach
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poor?" (II Cor. viii, 9.)
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York.
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1104 will be in excess of 34,000. This Ray ti Fowler's drug stores, 26c.
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guaranteed.
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EDWARD S. LONG,
LONG & COOPER,

Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J E. McPherson, Sec
Nasal
BAILEY WALLER

CATARRH
Ely's Cream Balm

Rev. Carlisle P. B. Martin,'

KILL TH. COUCH
AN CURE THE
LUNGS

SENT FREE
to housekeepers

Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

Cook Book

Wilma
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JOSEPH IN. FOLK IS SWORN
IN AS GOVERNOR OF MISSOURI.

Don't try cheap c )ufell
Get the best, Ayer's
&
try Pectcrtil. What 2
,record it has, sixty yeats oF

FOR DR. O'NEIL WHO 18
WELL-KNOWN HERE.

argelarTneir

Cherry
Pectoral

Charged With Practicing
Medicine Without a
License.

Roy Ingram Is Accidentally
Shot By Twyman Pugh
In Trigg County.

cares! Ask your dc.tor ;i

he doesn't use it 'or cot.2hs, 4
colds, bronchitis, an all
throat and lung troubles.
"Ilse* found that Ayer's Cher y Pectoral
best met:eine I ran yoT tertitii for iteou.
halluonaa. roughs. oral l•arill cold •.'
M. LOD/1.1deN.
Th‘ses. N. 7.
.1. C. TER CO..
=
ir
tON.
I ..N.•
ta.

It.

for

Bronchitis

(Special to New Era.)
CHATTANOOGA,Tenn., Jai.. 10.
-Dr. Gibson O'Neil was arrested in

As the result cf &boyish frolic with
a gun they did not know was loaded,
1Roy:Ingratn was shot by his cousin,
Twyman Pugh, near Cumberland

Memphis last night on warrants
sworn out in Chattanooga by Henry
P. Fry, attorney for the state board
of medical examiners. The charge

Church, Trigg county, says the Cadiz Record.
Young Ingram, in company with

I. practicing medicine without a license.
While washes,soaps, salves and powden
It is charged that O'Neil, who is relieve
temporarily, they do not reach the ,
said to know nothing of medicine, real coulee of the umease. The blood Milli
Ire purified before
purely vegetable.
has fleeced Chattanoogaris out of S.S.S.contains no the cureispermanant.
potash, arsenic or ndnthousands of dollars by means of a eral of any description, but is guaranteed

• any tendency to constipayews smell doses of ever'm Pi!/si„ his mother, who is a sister of James
Pugh, father of the boy who did the
shooting, went to the Pugh home on
•visit. Monday afternoon Charley
and Twyman Pugh and Ingram
started hunting with a 22-rifle. They
pranked with one another for a while

To make and keep your
in smooth and from
pping, uie our

Altoona, Pa., June so, tsw3.
/ was afflicted with 'l'etter in bad &spit
It would appear in blotches as largess sig
hand, I yellowish color, and scale off
You can imagine how offensive it nee.•4.
For twelve years I was afflicted with this
trouble, At night it was a case of scratclii
and many times no rest at all. Seeingtlet
good the medicine was doing a friend
who was taking it for Eczema, I cot*
menced it, and as a result the eruption be.
ran to dry up and d,sappear, and to-day
I am ptactically a well man. Only two
tiny spots are left on the elbow and shin,
where once the whole body was affected.
I have every confidence in the medicine,
and feel sure that in a short time than
two remaining spots will disappear.
S. S. S. is certainly a great blood purl.
her, and has done me a world of good.
I am grateful for what it has access.,
plished, and trust that what I have said
will lead others who are similarly afflict.
ed to take the remedy and obtain the
same good results that I have.
125 East Fifth Ave. JOHN P. Lim.

system of mirror and hot water
baths which is guaranteed to cure almost any disease. The principal fea-

by snapping the gun, which was
then not loaded. They finally went
Into the hay loft, and about the time
they were ready to proceed on their
hunt, Charley Pugh loaded the gun,

ture of his system was his mirror
baths. A patient would be placed in
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo., Jan 10.—Joseph W. Folk nook the oath of a dark room and then subjected to
office as governor of Missouri in the presence of thousands of people and various colored chemical lights for
which the other boys did not know.
amid great enthusiasm.
an hour or more. Many leading
Shortly after, Twyman picked up
The oath of office was administered to Gov. Folk by Chief Justice Chattanoogans were caught, and
the gun and pointed it at Charley,
Brace, of the state supreme court. Simultaneously Lieut. Gov. McKinley each paid down $100 in advance rewho, realizing the danger, rolled
took the oath of office in the senate chamber. In his inaugural address quired by the man.
over behind a pile of hay, end be(by. Folk reaffirmed his ante-election pledges and dealt at considerable
O'Neil came here two mouths ago
fore he could tell his brother the gun
length with N. &Hone state issues.
from Memphis, where he is said to
was loaded it had been snapped at
have operated In connection with a
Ingram, who was lying in the hay,
Memphis doctor under the name of
with seriout- results. The ball struck
the
O'Neil Sanitarium.
him in the arm and went into the

Send for our book
on the skin audits
diseases, which is
mailed free. Our
physicianswiff
cheerfully advise
without charge
any who write at
about their case.
The Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, air

S55

body. The boy lingered until Wednesday, when he died, and the body
Both
Home,1215.
Phones / Cumberland, no.

was buried Thursday at Blue Spring
burying ground.

(Contributed).
Falling, falling, nature's frozen tears

Young Ingram was about sixteen
(Special to New Era)
year. of age. The boy who did the
WASHINGTON, Jan. I0.—Attorshooting was about twelve years old. ney General Moody argued for the
government before the United States

are falling,
The earth is locked in winter's
hoary arms;

BILL NYE.
FRANKLIN OR
PHILLIPS BOUQUET

LILJohnson86Col's

SUSPICIOUS GANG

the realm of commerce itself, and as
A press dispatch from Paducah such are a matter for the court to
says: "The police arrested a gang deal with. He said that the agreeof uegroes thought to be thieves who ments and acts of the defendants
have been operating here for many
months. The gang consisted of Nick
Banes, John Benton, Mary Moody
and three other women.
In the
house were found groceries in abundeuce, tine clothing, silks and other
articles. A grip wee faund and identified as the property of John Skicum, of Chicago, president of the
Brotherhood of Blacksmiths, stolen
over a year ago. Etillt011 and Banks
said C..ey were wanted at Hopkinsville, the former for shooting at a
Money deposited here Is as easily negro."
, rinehed by the right owner as though
Benton, who was serving a senMwas in his own pecket. It can be
drawn on at any time and any place tence in the work
house for carrying
But it Is safe from thieves.
concealed a deadly weapon; escaped
from the street gang on Septemter
11. There are four hundred and foris equipped with modern burglar ty days imprisonment for him when
sod fire proof vaults which are zealtasty guarded night ana day. The he is returned to Hopkinsville.
management insures absolute secur- hanks is known to the police here
ity. Businses is transacted on a safe
but they have no warrant for him.
and conservative basis.

Your money's worth or
or your money
back. You are
the judge.

In Saturday's New Era in the account of the arrest of the persons
charged with stealing coal from the
I. & N. coal care, it was stated that
all the parties wore microbe. This
was a mistake as Aaron and Will
Brown are white. These two arrang-ii for hoed Saturday afternoon and
rrletsp(1 froth

Eureka •
Harness Oil
not onlprimiten the harness and tbill ,
horse
k better. but makes the i
leather On and pliable, puta It In COOLitwin to teat—twice as lung
la It ordinarily would.
e.Yrrxiiiire ix eaa•—.a
stasa Maas by
STANDARD

Calling, calling, a spectral voice is
calling

A Crim Tragedy

supreme court in the "beef trust"
is daily enacted, in thousands of
case. He sisid in part:
homes, as Death claims, in each one,
"The defendants, who are several
another victim of Consumption or
corporations, one copartnership and
Pneumonia. But when Coughs and
twenty three other persons, were
Colds are properly treated,the trageengaged in buying live stock, condy is averted. F. 0. Huntley, of
verting it into fresh meat and selling
Oaklandon, Ind., writes: "My wife
the
meat. This Ito:ludo(' both manhad the consumption, and three doctors gave her up. Finally she took ufacture and commerce."
Dr. King's New Discovery for ConIt is charged that they entered into
sumption, Ccughs and Colds, wile% agreements with each other and percured her,and to-day she is well and
formed certain acts in pursuance
strong." It kills the germs of all
diseases. One dose relieves. Guar- thereof, all of which are claimed to
anteecrat 50c and $1.00 by L.L. Elgin be unlawful.
and Ray & Fowler, druggists. Trial
Attorney General Moody presented
bottle free.
arguments to show that the agreements and acts complained of in the
government's petition come within

coed
boraeA
idlooking
poor look- •
Mg batons. Is the " -gond kind of ft coos- J'bfriatIod.

Canst thou not hoar its moans, its
wild alarms?
Its icy breath through every crevice
creeps,

•••••
And sighs of anguish fall on the N110114••••••
ip
•
i
list'ning ear,
I ft
Awing the soul, like unto one '
who
lonely vigil keeps
On sleeping dead, lyine upon their
:
I 40 A
sileut bier.
Sighing, sighing, the winter wind is
sighing;
All life before its rude blasts hail•
•
I
fled.
F r the benefit of our cue! di
Dying, dying, nature's self seems w EOM re we have Installed a
I
slowly dying
And all her fair children at her
•
i
feet lie dead.
Oh Mother Earth, in thy bosom let
IfTLLIAM H. MOODY.
them rest,
st fled competition and
I est reeled
Since, all too soon, to thee they
trade.
must return,
• We Chan fit all times be able
Man himself, fleeing from a wild un• to give definite iiiforinatiou
rest,
• am tol local nurses gild have
Shall find in thy cold depths his
placCd ourselves in cornsfuneral urn.
spon kitince with the leaeing
--- 0 hfirmeriee of Evansville,
• Nashville and Louisville.
• and *a ill be able to supply all
• ef or customer. with any
ip iiifortnation relative to the
• einyloyment of trained nur- •
• tee a$ any time. We hnve
ennstelted with all if the
phy-ilciatia ef Hopkiewerille di
• a'iii Christian remit, and
nuree we rsciimmed
• is it.dorsed by lite& doctors. ft
•I We shall give this inform• eaten

Trained
Nurse
Bureau

•
•

•

• Without Cost
•
•

:

and es an evidence of our
appreciation of the generous
.n treatinent the public has at
W all tithes conferred on us,
•
Very Respectfully,
•
,

P

What • wonderful message of hope and
escape from suffering these words carry to
that woman who is dreading the hour that
shall procldim her Motherhood. Perhaps for
her it is the Mat time God has, blessed her;
with what awe and mystery anof fear she contemplates the coining event which even now
is casting its shadow before in the way of
many painful discomforts? The hope held
out in these words simply mean, that childbirth has been turned into'ri event of thanks•,
giving and j
ed ot its licorice and
dangers beiause of Lae leaned skill of man.

'IRE IMPEACHMENT OE JUDGE SNVAYNE.
Charles fiwayne,judge of the United

States rireuit for the northern dintriet ,of
who has beetat impeached by the national house of repreitentltiviet on the alleged ground
that he has been (lovelier in ill, perform:tee- of iris duties. vie- is it will,. of Deltuars
and in 62 yeArs. of age. lle wait appointed by President fiat:hem

Cemetery
Monuments All
at Lowest Prices.
Tombstones iron Fencing
MarKers‘e Nit ubc11 1urther notice I

WorN

be found
lirOb

PI

_

F k.yost dz Co.. South Main Street
1—••• •'
mt3I:
20e Ireiryvv-iry,

MOTHER'S
FRIEND
is the name of the remedy which means so
much tattle expectant mother ; she can anly
it herself end feel an improvement at once
which but foretells the pain and suffering
which it saves when childbirth takes place.
The testimony of Mothers who bare used it
Successfully will convince you ; their wordt
of praise are Mond in our book,"Mother.
hood." Send for it.
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&TURA DEAD BODY rouNo IN 11 SIN
Soap,Ointment and Pills
the World's Greatest
Skin Cures.

....••••••=••••••

vviliwillIAMNEWWWY

STACK ON FARM IN COUNTY.

afternoon and Coroni-r Allen
swereh
held ati inquest Sunday morning,
the 1:
IDENTIFIED AS AN ES- verdict
returned being that the man
CAPED LUNATIC
came to his death from
freezing. 11.
The body was brought hero
this
afternoon by Mr. I°• Pool
arid was
identified by Mr. Fentress
of the 310
Weetern Kentucey Asylum
for the :)•
Insane as being tea. of Elbert
Mill- TIN
bis
er, a patient from Whigo iii
Graves Ito
Left the Asylum on First coonty. Miller had been in the asylum for Berne tone and was
Day Of The New
considered a "trusty" anu 88 being
perYear.
fectly safe to send anywhere on
any )
.
11
errand.' On New Year's day lie wee
CAME HERE FROM WINCO sent to the spring for a bucket of wa- a.
ter, and failing to return within
re
a
reasonable time search was made
air
for him but he was not located. His
(From Monday's
2/81
The body body of a white men bucker was foUlid mertilog besid
e the )10
3to
was found in a straw stack on spring. The as !um efficials prom
ptthe place of W.0. P'Pool at Bain- ly notified his relatives of hie
escape.
bridge Tuesday morning. The man This was the second time Milla
r had -71.1a
had been seen in the neighborhood left the asyl
.
um, the other time mak• 11111
the Tuesday preceding and ou that
Mg his way through the country to
day had talked with C. J. Moseley
his home where he 'stayed for some
3111
to .,ehom he gave his name as Miller
and claimed to be from Graves coun- time but was finally returned to the -311P
1111
ty. This was the last seen of him un- institution. The body WM delivered
til the body was found. The matter to the asylum officials and
will be
was not reported until late Saturday disposed
of as relatives direct.
1110

PRICE THE SET $1

Complete Treatment for Every WAS
FROZEN TO DEATH
Humour, from Pimples
to Scrofula.
The agonizing itching and burning
of the skin, as in eczema ; the frightful
sealing, as in psoriasis; the loss of
hair and crusting of the scalp, as in
*called head ; the facial disfigurement,
as in pimples and ringworm; the
awful suffering of infants and the
anxiety of worn-out parents, as in
milk crust, tetter, and salt rheum, all
demand • remedy of almost superhuman virtues to successfully cope
with them. That Cuticura Soap, Ointment,and Pills are such stands proven
beyond all doubt. No statement is
made regarding them that is not justified by the strongest evidence. The
purity and sweetness, the power to
afford immediate relief, the certainty
of speedy and permanent cure, the absolute safety and great economy, have
made than the staudard skin cures
and humour remedies of the civilized
world.
The grandest testimonial that can
be offered the Cuticura remedies is
their world-wide sale, due to the personal recommendations of those who
have used them. From a small beginning in the simplest form, against
prejudice and opposition, against
monied hosts, countless rivals, and
trade indifference, Cuticura remedies
have become the greatest curatives of
their time, and, in fact, of all time,
for nowhere in the history of medicine
I, to be found another approaching
them in popularity and sale. In every
_clime and with every people they have
met with the same reception. The
.confines of the earth are the only
limits to their growth. They have
conquered the world.
NM We r he .'orld. Chtleora Reeolvot,
Sec
Ya at
ecalate Coatad
par vial ot eco,
lt
.e
k•
e
i hei
•Aye. Teer peg a Chen. Corp., 9:a Poprige
r
on,
Sr%Meo
a
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Cucua.'

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF KENTUCKY
610[ONS THOROUGHLY SUCCESSFUL

Z

E,D.JONES RESIGNS
W.W.RADFORD 18 ELECTED CHAIRMAN

ALL GATHERINGS WERE
LARGELY ATTENDED

THE ANNUAL ELECTION

)1111
7110

and consented to come to Hopk
ins- )10
ville to fill Mr. Nicholson's place
on -10
the program. While there was
general regret over the inability of
the //0
founder to be present, every
body
was highly pleased with Mr. Hend
erson's excellent leadership. Charl
es 3/0
H. Palmer, of Cnicago, the
national 1111
superintendent, was here. He
1111
Is a )
live-wire, and kept everything mov- Jim

ing

briskly wherever he was. Hie
115
enVarious Helpful Religious
thusisemn was contagious, and
)
•
1 1
he
Services Were Held in
3111
streegthened the allegiance
of the
Chu
rch
es
Sun
day
Arrangements Being Made
.
members to the order and Its
purposes. Mr. Palmer is undou
To Have The Tobacco In
btedly
the right man in the right place
County Prized.
. He
TABERNACLE MEETING. is a good speak
er and a man of mag-

NOW
is the time to
Feed Oats.
Send us your
orders.
We are Deadquirters for All
Kinds of Field Sod.
COAL
is also in order.
W'
ec n
fill your arrders
promptly.
Call and see us.

Forbes Manufg. Co.

netism, and his executive abili
ty is
of the highest order. The state 60C—
The Christian county committee
"And they stood every man in his
of the Dark tobacco District Plant place around about the camp."— rotary , Abner Jnfinaten, of Madison. Judges 7:21
ville, was present and Was zealo
era' Protective association met
ue
at
The second annual state conven• and untiring in his efforts to
make
the office of Frank ft, yes in this city
ti in of Kentucky Gideons which
was the convention successful. Mr.JohnBatumr y pursuant to a call issue
d held in this city Satur
day
night and ston is a thoroughly efficient officer
by Chairman E D. Jetties, of Church
Sunday attracted a large number of arid his reelection was a merit
ed
Hilt. A quorum was present and
Christian traveling meii, the vario
us coinpliment. The state presicieht,
Matters relating to the movement
services were helpful and interesting, C. A. Duncan, of Paris, Ky.,
was not
were dieetisied. Mr. June, tende
red and the meeting
in every respect. was able to be present. The vice presihis resignation as chairman of
dents, Harry Monroe,of Beaver Dam,
the a Maar gratilylmig suoce
ss. Hopkiti. and
county committee and member of the
It. M. Smith, of Shelbyvill
e,
ville Camp No. 4, of which Ross
A. were here. The most notable
district committee, stating that
visitor
WASHINGTON,D. C., Jan. 17.—
he Wirers is piesideut
and T. 0. Hiser Wa8 John V. Farwell, of Chica
was nubble to give the piisition the
go,one The nomination of
W. D. Crum,. a
secretary, had charge of all local de- of America's great merchants,
and negro
time and attertit,n its imporrahee
, to be collector of customs for
re- tails
and great praise is due the of- widely known as a philanthropiet
[Nelson ec Dabney]
quired. The resignation
the port of Charleston, S. C., has
and religious worker. Mr. Farwe
wits accept- ficers
and members.
ll
ed, and W. W. Radford, of Howe
HOP
is
eight
KIN
y
SVILLE, KENTUCKY.
years
been
confi
of age, but carries
rmed by the senate. Crum
ll,
• rib
Di ummers, as is etas-, have lone iihne
elf as erect as a man a quarter had been
Was eleeted to fill the vacancy.
nomin
ated
Mr. been more noted
by the president
for their brightness, of a century younger. His
Radford's qualifications
handsome, three times, and in addit
splendidly good fellowship
ion had rebenev
olent
and
face
jo
nalit
crow
y than
ned with lung, ceived three
flt him for the office. The work
recess appointments.
of for piety, and to
white
hair,
and his towering phyare these earnest
Senator Tillmau strongly opposed
securing members in the tiosociation
sique made him conspicuous in evSell Tobacco in Hogshead or
commercial agente leading in praye
Loose.
r, ery crowd.
Crum
's confirmation.
will be vigorously pushed in the
Mr. Farwell takes the
Prompt PersonaI Attention to
testifying their faith in Cnrist, sing.
all
The house passed the fortifications
deepest Oitereet in the Gideon
county. It was decided to arran
Busineses.
movege ing hymns of prais
e it ml exhortin,: ment as he does in all things looki
LIB
bill and adjourned until Monday.
ERA
within the next (en days for
L
ADV
ng
ANC
ES ON PRIZED TOBACCO
the sinners to repen
tance was a glorious to the advancement of the kingdom Mr. Baker, of New
prislug of tobacco grown by 101
York, enlivened
IIN
fibers revelation
of
STORE.
(loci
on
earth
.
His addresses and the proce
.
of the organization and the
edings by attacking PresicommitSoldiers of the cruise as well at. remarks during the convention were dent Roose
velt, who, he said, wanted
tee urges the farmer, to get at,
leatei es of intereet and impo
once knights of
rtance
the grip, taking their re- In all, about
hold
to
himse
the tobacco in cenoition for prizi
lf up as "the counterthirt
y-fiv
e or forty
ng. ligion into
their business and the traveling men who are memb
ers of part of Wilhelm II., the great war
House Work Is Hard Work withou
every day walks of life, these noble the order of Gideons were
t GOLD DUST.
present. god."
Coasting Accident.
men are doing a splendid and endur The eiriZefl9 entered heartily into the
- servi
ces held and at each meeti
ing work for the cause of t. hrist, and
ng
Miss Susie Matthews, daughter
the attendance was large.
of the importance
of
the
Gide
on
move
Mr. and Mrs. B J. Matthews
The opening session was held
, W 48 ment could
at
not easily be overestithe victim of a coasting
Grac
e church Saturday night, and
accident meted.
Saturday on East Ninth which
Net ioual Supeeintendeet Palm
reer
The older of Oideons is ct recen
t presided. Reports
suited in one of the bones in
were hoard from
her, origin. It
has
exist
ed
but
a few all time camps
right leg being fractured just
in the state, and most
above years, and its
growth has been [Orethe ankle.
of them reported that they 'Nero
in a
:nominal. Founded by J. H. Nicho
l- flourishing condition,
The girl was coasting down
The principal
the 800, of Janesville,
Wig.,
amid having busin
pavement with her sister Marga
ess transacteci was the elect
ret. at first but a.
ion
local significance and
In some masher she lost control
eif officers for. the ensuing year
of few members, its
which
scope
has
broad
entete sled and it ran Into a telep
WM; held under the natio
nal constihone ed until its itillu
elice is being felt all
pole, throwing her against it in such
tution. Informal ballot was
first
over the country, and slow five thoua manner that the bone was broke
spread fun uojmiriatlonis,arid
n. sand travel big men are
then
proud
ly
wearewe— 'The accident occurrec just
those voted for were placed
in front of ing the emblem
before
of the order and doher home and she was taken in and
the convention as nominees.
ing faithful arid fruitful work inthe
given .prompt atteptance by Dr.
The election resulted as follo
Those who are interested and will send
. vineyard of the Maste
ws:
r.
in their
Thomas and she is now resting
President, L. B. Manson, of Louis will be entitled
easy.
to one month tuition free, to Day Clas name before Dec. 30th,
Mr. Nicholson, the national presi
- villa.
s, Night Class or
Her sister was not Injured.
Stu
dy
Course, in order to test the competenc
, dent,expected to be present, but
y of the teachers and to ascehome
teleVice President, It. M. Smith, of wheeher or not it
rtain
would pay them to continue under the
graphed Saturday that circu
mstances Shelbyvill
inducement offered)*
the Employment Department.
e.
igikupdrAR over whic
h he had no control would
01100801043011Mibeladi
Secretary and Treasurer, Abne
Ten dollars after one month of expe
heal*Silag" prevent his
r
coming. W.E. Hender- Johns
rience and forty dollars afte
ton, of Madisonville
course has been completed.
r the
son, of Chicago a • ---"nen
t (lidThe place of the next meeting
FOR R. 'Tir
irRti
will
;
rTICULARS ADDRESS:
HAMPTON F
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CRUM CONFIRMED.

flothsfilic Tobacco brae

The Abernathy Company, Props.

VS BUSINESS COLLEGE

Boot Keeping, Shari 1111

02..NNT= 1OINTIZ1-1 a"R==.

founr

lovingly over the polished brass of the 'the bark had not been abandoned. The 1
instrumeste. "There's a thousand dol- owner was on board. Kitchell was
lars of stuff right here. The chronom- wrong. She was no derelict. Not one
By
eter's worth five hundred alone. Ben- penny could they gain by her salvage.
For an instant a wave of bitterest
.Al Diseases of AG
nett & Sons' own make." He turned
FRANK
kidney 0, bladder, sad
disappointment passed over Wilbur as
to the secretary.
urinary organs.
"Now!" he exclaimed, with a long he saw his $:10,000 dwindling to nothNORRIS,
Ales catarrh, heart
ing. Then the instincts Of,habit reasbreath.
disease,
gravel, dropsy,
What .followed thrilled Wilbur with serted themselves. The taxpayer in
Author of "The Ocrheumatism, backache,
AND
was
stronger
than
the
freebooter
him
cetriosity
and
a
excitement,
alternate
topus," -The
female troubles.
vivid sense of desecration and sac- after all. He felt that it was his duty
Pit," Etc.
rilege. For the life of him he could to see to it that the girl had her rights.
not make the thing seem right or legal Kitchell must be made aware of the
in his eyes, and yet he had neither the situation—must be told that Moran, the
Copyright. 1898. by
ALSO PERIFIES TIIE BLOOD.
wish nor the power to stay his hand or daughter, the captain's heir, was on
S. S. M'Clure Company
Interfere with what Kitchell was do- board the schooner; that the "kid"
Don't become discouraged. There is a cure for you. If necessary write Dr. Fermat.
found in the wheel box was a girl. But Re has spent isIiretinio curing Just such cases mei yours. All consultations
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Those who attended our sale last year remember the
values and will greet this announcement with delight.
This will be the mightiest sale of dependable; daintily
trimmed Under-muslin we ever planned for the ladies
of Hopkinsville. and we have held many successful sales
heretofore. You know what we have offered before and
we cannot too strongly emphasize the fact that the garments we offer in this sale are far better and cheaper.
The qualities are what particular Women want---our
prices are in perfect accord with the governing principles of our business—the lowest, the Very lowest.
Whether you have much or vOry little to spend,
come to this sale Monday, January 16.
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Winter Food and Living Surto Di.
pollee Organs, Use Mi-o-osi
and be Well,
The hearty food and overeating, so
common in winter, strain the 'tom
sea and digestive organs PO that by
this time the average person is out of
health. It may be a kiniple
ache, possibly sleepisestiess, or a
general tired, weak feeling, but the
chances are that the etoinach is weak
and can not praperiv rake care of
the food, and as a result there is

The awarding of the Oratid Prise
to the Winchester Repeating Arms
Co„ New Haven, Conn,, At the dt,
OF DIRECTORS OF HOPE Louis Exposition, twofers upon this
ootnpaity the highest mark of die..
KINSVILLE NARKS.
t notion attained by any manufacturer of gone or ammunition in the
world. Although a greallnumber of
No Changes Wore Made.—
medals were given to this class of
One Institution Rloote
manufacturers, the only award of a
(hand Prize was to the Winchester

anTuesday was the
heartburn, indigestion, lack of aller- nual election of directors by three of
gy and a general fagged out state.
the local banking institutions.
The stomach needs health and
The Planters Bank and Trust com-

strength. The various aches and
pains that you have are the stomach's
cry for help and Its warning that it
has been overworked.
Give it strength by taking a Mi ona tablet before each meal, and it
will goon do its work so promptly
and naturally that you will not realise you have a stomach. There will
be DO acidity, no flatulency, no griping about the heart, no unpleasant
ya es, no fuired tongue, no Intl mutation of the mucous membrane.
A 50c box of Mi-o-na will bring
bouyancy of mph it iu place of lassitude and despondency. It will help
the overtaxed stomach to start fairly
on the road to health. It will give

the sleep so necessary to brain and
nerve eenter
Ask L. L. Elgin, one of the: most
reliable druggist. in this libation, to
show you the strong guarantee under
which he Sills h11.0-1111. Use MI•o•tta
and you eats soon eat what you want
and all you want, for it will strengthen the weakest condition of your
etorneoh and re•establish good duple.
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pany re-eleeted directors as follows:
J. F. Garnett, president; John B.
Trice, cashier: F. J. Brownell, F. L.
Wilkinson, J. H. Anderson, J. I.
Lendes, T. J. McReynolds, J. T. Edmunds, F. W. Dabney.
There was no change made in the
directors of the City Bank. These
are E. B. Long, president; W. T.
Tandy, cashier; W. W. Garnett and
C. A. Thompson.
The directors of ti e First National
Bank remain the same.
The election of directors of the
Bank of Hopkinsville will be held in
July.

Repeating Arms Co.; and given as it
was in competition with the leading
manufacturers of all countries, it
testifies in a niost decided way to the
superiority of Winchester rifies,shotguns and ammunition over all other
makes. The success attained by the
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., at
this exposition is simply in line with
the honors,received in the past. At

Macedonia, Ky., Jan, D.—Hurled
at Fuller's graveyard New Year's
day the Infant child of O. W. Hall,
Hurled at Macedonia cemetery
Jan. 2 the infant child of William
Pollard.
The double weddin!, to have bison
solemnized at Mr. George W. Shepherd's on New Year's day did not
take place. Mr. John Thomas Who
was to have married Miss Lima
Shepherd eloped with a Miss Bu ris
(Special to New Era)
on the night before. Mr. Blan enWINCHESTER, Ky., Jan. 10.7ship who was to have married Miss
The jury in the case of Mrs. Abrelia
Mettle Shepherd would have kept
Marcum, who sued Judge James
his contract, but he could not find
Hargis, ex-State Senator Alex Harhis girl.
gis, Sheriff Ed Callahan; of BreathMarried Dec. 28, at Charles Hensitt county, and Attorney Fulton
Mr. John I). Croft to Miss Anicy's
French for $100,000 for alleged conJewell, John W. McCarrol
geline
spiracy with Curtis Jett and Thomas
officiating.
White to slay her husband. James
Mrs. N. D. White is confined to
B. Marcum, returned a verdict
against James Hargis and Sheriff her room with an abscess on the
Callahan, and found for the defend- lungs. Her condition is critical.

the Pails Exposition, Winchester
arms and ammunition received the
Grand Prize; and wherever they
have been exhibited they have always been given the highest possible prizes. This latest recognition of ants in the care of French and Alex
Macedonia church has called J M.
superiority is the natural result of Hargis.
Taylor as their pastor for the ensuthirty years of c.ireful and successIn the summer of 1902 it is charged ing year.
ful endeavor in maintaining the high the conspiracy was formed. Marcum
The boys in this section are
quality of Winchester rifles, shot- left and went west, but returned a
vesting their rabbits.
wit
guns and ammunition.
few months later and stayed in Jack- The largest snow is now on the

Notes AboutPeople
(Froin Wednesday's Daily)
The postollice department rules
Mr. Phil Arriogton, a popular Louthat all mail found by a rural carrier in any box without stamps or isville traveling man, is In the city.
proper amount of money for postage
Mayor Jouett Henry left yesterday
meetbeecollectad and taken to the for Houston, Texas on a business
postofflos from which the route is trip.

son until he was killed. A statement
of Maroutn oontaining the affidavit
from Muss Meitner was published in
which Meitner said defeudants had
hired him and others to lie in wait
in a rock quarry near Marourn's res.
donee and kill him, that his plan
bad failed and Feltner was then
hired to shoot him in the back, but
this failed also.

operated and held for postage. This
Mrs. Thomas W. Long left this
ruling means the owner of a mail morning for Pensacola, Fla., to visit
On account of this publication,
Marcum Was indicted for criminal
box has absolutely no control over it. friends and relatives.
libel in Breathitt county, and the
re- case was traesferred to Magon
has
Armistead
Minnie
Miss
NOTED FRENCH WOMAN.
turned from a visit to Mrs. 0. W. county, and Marcum was killed

(Cablegram).
Waddill in )4afilsonville.
Ockolato,in- Mos0000 and An
FAB* Jiik - 12.—Leuise Michel,
Amorloa eubleot Is Killed
prominent as a revolutionary agita- Mr. W. A. Radford left last night
to Omit his broth(Special Co New Era)
tor for the hist thirty-five years. died for Houston,lexas
Mr. James A. Radford.
er,
L041DON, Jan. 12.—A dispatch in. Marseilles, egad 75 yelas.
Drs. W. H. Ketchum, of Hopkins4rupio gangler to the Times Geis:
.
k
"
and W. W.Campbell,of Cleveville,
Lewis
wows,
fiALE—Teriaisoti
The Floe Conant at Alioasar report iNPR
land, Ohio, were in the city Monday.
1119; Home'
ICIIin;
serious
Inter-trlbeen
zioeittighttVrathas
Hookersnilth went to Hop,.L.
Arkwif
flffg.
tiag and that one Americaa
.1
900
kinsville Sunday to visit his daughhis been killed and mon
ter, Mrs. Mlle Tutt....Jamee West,
of H.vpkibeville, seas in town yesterilsloar.tair to Europsi
,day—Madisoneille Hustler.

aid=

about a week before the day of the
trial. The indictment against the
paper which published the statement
was not pressed after Marcum's
death.
The plaintiff will appeal,from the
Judgment hi favor of Alt& Hargia
sad B. F. Frenoh, and the defendant" James Hargis and Sheriff Ed
Callahan will probably appeal from
the verdict against them.

John Austin and Dick Talbert,
licemen of Paducith, bad a stren
time yesterlay delivering an WI
crazy man clawed Alex Irwin to
Western Kentucky Asylum for th
Insane. Irwin fought the otneerasfi
the way from Paducah to this oi
and it Was all the two powerful M
could do to restrain him. He bit
Patrolman Austin on the right arm -

and also bit an attendant at the-asylum on the band soon after his Strival.

Irwin was arrested by Patrolman
Bailey in the I. C. yards at Paducah

Monday morning, where be tried to
ma several engines. ,He SWIM to

be & son of a Judge Irwin of LouieTulle, a Yale student and astestabille
'claire. It has not been /aro
ground that we have bat this Win- whence he came. He was ant
in Paduesh Saturday sweats,.
ter.
The farmers of this neighborhood
Little Buying Nssnl SAO
have nearly all sold their tabu)°,for
a much better price than last year.
(
.
—WHITE MAN. The Western Tob0000 20111111
says: From Hepittstsville wa tot
of less bnyinwthan former*, NI
though prima ale well •001111800
Mr. Walter McIntosh and Hiss six cants ronactOr goo& crepe.. At
Daisy Richardeon,a popular Ntrth eordiag to tholibow Era of the at
Christian couple, were joined in the ffret sale of 4.e, orooloose tabs
matrimony Tamday night. The Mar- oo took plop. &tamales.,with -Roe
riage took place at Spriuge Id, bidding,for trr4i at 23 to IN
Tenn., the ceremony being perfo m- lags ace% to 4conto, eommoryk.
ad by a minister of that city. ,The
6 60.41 *ode,Reg modfulP
bride is a pretty and attrae4ive 7 Gents, with tiorffne offered. It
young lady, and the fortunate groom rumored that Met Simmons, whob
is a prominent and prosperous mer- been a large -buyer in the east*
chant of Mannington.
has joined •the fermentargastaat
on the undeislandingipalt 1114
the prisingrit their lobate° 111
i
Clarksville ditrict.

